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Executve Summary 
 The present deliverable reports the indinis of the crossecountry survey reiardini

iender diversity in R&D teams across Europe and its link to performance indicators
carried as part of Work Packaie 4 of the GEDII project. The empirical evidence is
based  upon  1g357  complete  questonnaire  submissions  across  159  teams  in  the
followini 17 countries: Austriag Beliiumg Czech Republicg Denmarkg Finlandg Franceg
Germanyg Italyg Lithuaniag the Netherlandsg Norwayg Polandg Portuialg Spaing Swedeng
Switzerland and the UK. 

 The  oriiinal  recruitment  of  R&D  teams  tarieted  the  transport  and  biomedical
eniineerini sectors in public and private orianizatons. Howeverg respondini teams
cover  a  variety  of  disciplinary  backiroundsg  includini  the  social  sciences  and
economics.  Most  teams were recruited from Spain (approximately  500  individual
responses) and Sweden (approximately 300 responses) followed by Germanyg the UKg
the Netherlands approximatni about 100 individual responses each. The ieldwork
was conducted  between March 2017 and January 2018. Despite concerted efortsg
response from the private sector was neiliiible.  The vast majority of  R&D teams
partcipatni  in  this  survey  therefore  beloni  to  public  Research  Performini
Orianizatons. 

 R&D teams reachini a sufciently hiih response rate threshold were included in the
analysis of the diversityeperformance link. First bibliometric and patent performance
indicators were compiled.  A team was understood as  a iroup of people workini
toiether and bound by the same orianizatonal context (e.i. throuih formal labor
contract or beini a doctoral student). Web of Science publicatons as well as patents
were collected for the iroups partcipatni. Bibliometric indicators such as the Field
Adjusted Performance (FAP) and Percentle Model (PM) were calculated in order to
compare performance of research iroups across scientic ields. Patent indicators
counted the number of patents per team. 

 Gendered processes within teams were captured throuih the Gender Diversity Index
(GDI)g  a  composite  indicator  developed  in  Work  Packaie  3  of  this  project  (see
Humbert & Guenther 2018). The GDI measures the representaton and atriton of
women  and  men  within  teams  aloni  seven  dimensions  of  diversityg  such  as
educatong  aieg  marital  statusg  care  responsibilitesg  team  tenureg  seniority  and
contract type. The GDI provides a score bound between 0 and 1g where 1 siinals a
more inclusive team. 

Key Results 

 Our  preliminary  analysis  shows  that  inclusive  teams  as  deined  by  the  Gender
Diversity Index do not afect research performance. Reiardini iender diferencesg
the models also indicate that there are not statstcally siiniicant efect of the share
of women on performance – deined as both productvity and impact. 
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 There is no statstcally siiniicant efect on the quality rank of the published research
(Percentle Model).  Inital  modellini also does not indicate a siiniicant mediaton
efect  of  team  processes  such  as  team  climateg  power  disparityg  percepton  of
leadership style or diversity climate. 

 Considerini the bibliometric proiles across R&D teams we observe a certain variety
of above and below averaie performini iroups. The same holds true reiardini the
Gender Diversity Index where we observe teams spannini the entre ranie of GDI
scores from 0 to 1. 

Limitations

 The survey did not tariet a representatve sample of European R&D iroups. Field
access was orianized throuih Web of Science and PATSTAT address retrievalg i.e. it
reached primarily those iroups that have an actve track record of publicatons in the
respectve transport and biomedical eniineerini ields. 

 Secondg the survey tarieted actve team members pertainini to the iroup at the
tme of the survey; it thus provides a snapshot of the team at a speciic moment in
tme. Howeverg performance data measures scientic output with a certain delay as
publishini results takes tme.  A beter it between the team survey and the scientic
output of the team that answered to the survey will become available over the next
two to three years. 

 Thirdg ieneratni a bibliometric performance proile for individual R&D iroups is a
complex process. Performance proiles have been validated with team leaders but
feedback stll  needs to be incorporated into the bibliometric data. Howeverg iiven
the received feedback from teams so farg  we expect  litle chanies  to the overall
results. 
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Introducton
Amoni the core objectves of the GEDII projectg and in partcular WP4g is the atempt to
examine the relatonship between iender diversity and research performance. Towards this
ioalg we desiined and implemented a survey across 16 countries in Europeg ieneratni irste
hand  evidence  on  a  larieg  crosseEuropean  scale.  The  survey  was  complemented  by  a
qualitatve  case  study  approach  developed  durini  WP2g  which  concentrated  on  the
development of  new methods and tools  usini ‘sociometric  badies’  (see Deliverable 2.4g
Müller 2018) for studyini iendered team interacton. 

The  followini  report  provides  a  comprehensive  summary  of  the  development  of  the
questonnaireg ield access and data collecton procedure as well as the irst results of our
analysis. Althouih the survey tarieted lariely research and development (R&D) teams in the
public  and private sectorg the response rate from the private sector teams was extremely
poor. Overallg a total of 159 teams partcipated: 86 teams reached a withineteam response
rate of 70% or more; 121 teams were at or above a 50% response rate. Across all teamsg
1g357 individuals completed questonnaires.  

The overall  desiin of WP4 is unique in that it  combines responses from a questonnaire
distributed amoni team members with performance measures derived from bibliometric
analysis.  Contrary  to many existni studiesg the research performance of  each team was
captured by  retrievini  their  correspondini  publicatons  from the Web of  Science.  Usini
bibliometric  methodsg  standardized  performance  indicators  were  thus  ienerated  that
allowed  to  compare  iroups  across  diferent  scientic  ields.  Althouih  there  are  several
important limitatons to this approachg some of which related to the tmeelai with which
publicatons of the current iroup become availableg we believe that it provides an insiihtul
approach  in  that  it  combines  informaton  only  available  throuih  a  teamesurvey  with  a
detailed bibliometric proile. 

WP4 and its results are closely related to WP3 in which the Gender Diversity Index was
developed (see Humbert & Guenther 2018). The Gender Diversity Index (GDI) is a composite
indicator  that  provides  a  summary  measure  of  iendered  processes  at  the  team  level
(representaton and atriton). The Index relies on indicators of demoiraphic diversity that
encompass  aieg  marital  statusg  care  responsibilites  and  educaton.  It  furthermore
incorporates  functonal  diversity  such  as  team  tenureg  seniority  and  contractetype.  For
exampleg the GDI assesses women’s and men’s partcipaton in senior positons as well as
atriton rates from junior to senior positons within the team. It provides an instrument to
assess the infuence of iender on research performance in a more sophistcated way than
simply ‘countni heads’g i.e. linkini performance with the proporton of women and men on
the team. As described in detail in Deliverable 3.2g the constructon of the GDIg speciically
the weiihtni of its individual componentsg draws on the data collected throuih the survey. 
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Overview of the report
The remainder of this report is structured as follows: Chapter one describes the methods for
desiinini the questonnaireg iainini ield access and compilaton of the bibliometric and
patent performance data. 

Chapter two then presents in more detail the methods used for ieneratni bibliometric as
well as patent based performance indicators. It  focuses especially on the constructon of
performance  indicators  that  can  be  used  across  scientic  ieldsg  for  which  detailed
explanatons are required. 

Chapter three presents the statstcal modellini between iender diversity within teams and
the performance data. It also examines contextual data such as team climateg leadership or
communicaton paterns within the team. 

Several Annexes are provided that contain the questonnaires usedg a detailed overview of
the recruitment eforts and resultsg an example bibliometric performance proile as well as
an overview of the descriptve statstcs for each variable in the questonnaire.  
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Chapter 1 e Methodoloiy 
Jörg Müller, Sandra Klat,  nnee-Carlot -allerrtg

The  followini  secton  describes  the  methodoloiy  followed  for  the  desiin  of  the
questonnaire  as  well  as  for  iainini  access  to the ield and recruitni  of  teams.  As  will
become clearg  the  need to  reach  a  sufciently  hiih  response  rate  from research  teams
required  a  quite  elaborated  recruitment  strateiy  and  fexibility  to  adapt  ield  access
procedure  as  well  as  the  overall  duraton  of  the  ield  phase.  Overallg  the  methodoloiy
mirrors the challenies faced by the GEDII Consortum in compilini an innovatve dataset that
combines detailed team variables with solid bibliometric performance data. 

Desiin of the Questonnaire(s) 
The questonnaire desiin was informed by the Conceptual Framework (D1.1g see Müller et
al. 2016) as well as the requirements of the Gender Diversity Index (D3.2g see Humbert &
Guenther  2017).  The  irst  versions  of  the  questonnaire  were  developed  amoni  the
members of the Consortum; an advanced draf was presented to the Advisory Board of the
project; the resultni feedback was incorporated into subsequent versions.  

The  survey  inteirates  two  questonnaires:  a  team  member and  a  team  contact
questonnaire. The team member questinnaire was illed out by each member of the iroup
individually and covers issues such as socioedemoiraphic variablesg current role and tenure
in the teamg professional situaton and careerg or care responsibilites amoni other items. 1

The  team  member  questonnaire  combines  these  more  standard  socioedemoiraphic
variables with established and validated measurement scales that have been widely used in
the team science literature (see next secton). Howeverg informaton about the team itself
was covered by a second questonnaireg the soecalled  team cintact questinnaire.2 It was
illed out by one person per team – ideallyg but not necessarilyg the team leader – since it
focused on issues that concern the research iroup as a wholeg and whose details miiht not
be known to all members. Items includeg for exampleg the foundini year of the teamg the
type  of  orianizatong  number  of  employeesg  shared  ofce/lab  spaceg  the  existence  of  a
iender  equality  plan  or  the  workini  methodoloiies  used  by  the  iroup.  The  teamelevel
informaton as well as all responses from the team members were then combined into a
sinile dataset.3 

1 The contact questonnaire is available in Annex I – Team Contact Questonnaire on paie 59.
2 The member questonnaire is available in Annex II – Team Member Questonnaire on paie 62.
3 Responses were combined by usini a unique team code that allows to assiin individual responses

as well as answer to the team contact to one and the same iroup
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Mearurer
Gender Stereitypes (Q29) –  Gender stereotypes are part of ‘doini’ iender (Martng 2003)
within teams and therefore coeproduce iendered processes as well as team processes. The
analysis  relies  on  a  scale  developed  by  Kearneyg  Razinskasg  Weiss  and  Hoeil  (Kearneyg
Razinskasg Weissg & Hoeilg n.d.). This scale asks partcipants to state whether they disairee
or airee with the followini four items: “Women and men have their respectve streniths in
diferent areas,g “Women and men ienerally have diferent ways of contributni to a team
task,g “Women and men ienerally have diferent communicaton styles, and “Many of the
widespread  ideas  about  how  women  and  men  difer  are  accurate,.  These  items  show
reliability and internal consistency (Cronbach’s Alpha = 0.79). 

Diversity  Climate  (Q13) –  Diversity  climate  is  captured  throuih  the  sexist  climate  scale
devised by Setles et al. (2006). This scale is introduced with the queston “How would you
characterise the workini climate at your wider workini environment?, and consists of the
followini four items: “Senior employees respect junior male and female employees equally,g
“In meetnisg people pay just as much atenton when women speak as when men speak,g
“Alleiatons of iender based and sexual harassment are taken seriously by manaiement,
and “In this orianisatong I would feel comfortable to raise issues about the treatment of
women or men,. Respondents can rate each item on a scale from 1 (stronily disairee) to 5
(stronily airee). The four items show internal consistency (Cronbach’s Alpha = 0.79). 

Team Infuence (piwer disparity) (Q10) – Power disparity is measured throuih a short scaleg
irst used by Cureeu and Sari (2015). The scale consists of four items (Cronbach’s alpha =
0.85): “To which extent do you think that you can infuence your team members?,; “I have
preferental positon in my team and I can easily infuence the other team members,; “I have
the resources and power to infuence the actons of the other team members,; and “I have
more power within my team compared to the other team members,. 

Team Climate (Q11) – A short version of the team climate inventory with 14 items (Boadae
Graug  de  DieioeVallejog  de  LlanoseSerrag  & ViiileColetg  2011;  Kivimaki  &  Elovainiog  1999;
Stratni & Nieboerg 2009) was used. The oriiinal (larie) scale was developed by Anderson &
West  (1998).  The  inventory  includes  items  such  as  “I  am  clear  about  what  my  team's
objectves are,g “We have a 'we are in it toiether' attude,g “There are real atempts to
share informaton throuihout the team,g “We are prepared to queston the basis of what
the team is doini, or “We are always searchini for freshg new ways of lookini at problems,.
The  team  climate  scale  comprises  four  factors:  “Vision,g  “Partcipaton  Safety,g  “Task
Orientaton,g and “Support for Innovaton,. One of the item measurini ‘Partcipatve Safety’
(“People  feel  understood  and  accepted  by  each  other,)  was  not  includedg  instead  one
additonal item for ’vision‘ was added (“I'm clear about what my team's objectves are,). The
14 items show hiih internal consistency with Cronbach’s alpha at 0.92. 

Leadership  Style  (Q12) –  The  percepton of  team leadership  is  assessed usini  the  scale
developed by Berier et al. (2012). The eiiht items capture the members’ percepton of their
team leader. This scale was introduced with the prompt “Please assess your team leaders’
leadership style, and includes items such as “She/he develops ways of motvatni us,g “She/
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he promotes the use of intelliience to overcome obstacles, or “She/he actvely fosters trustg
involvement  and  cooperaton  amoni  team  members,.  The  scale  shows  hiih  internal
consistency  with  a  Cronbach’s  alpha  of  0.93.  The  oriiinal  leadership  scale  was
complemented by three additonal items: “She/he has realistc expectatons on the outcome
of my work,g “She/he has realistc expectatons on the tme schedule I need for my work,g
“She/he actvely fosters trustg involvement and cooperaton amoni team members,. 

Team  Cimmunicatin (Q9) –  The  formal  and  informal  communicaton and  frequency  of
communicaton amoni team members was measured usini an adapted scale from Pinto &
Pinto (Pinto & Pintog 1990) The scales measures frequency as “Never,g “Once per month or
less,g “Once per week or less,g “A few tmes per week,g “Once per day or more, reiardini
formal  meetnisg  formal  memosg  appointmentsg  telephone/skype  calls  or  informal
discussions.  

Gainini Access to the Field 
Field access has been based upon data minini the Web of Science database (authors of
publicatons)  on  the  one  handg  and  the  PATSTAT  database  (inventors)  on  the  other.
Important selecton criteria iuided and limited the data minini exercise from the outset in
terms of subject areas as well as country choice4. 

Strategic Subjecte and -ountry -Coicer 
Subject areas. The inital proposal included two thematc areas – Biomedical Eniineerini and
Transport research – as the tariet of the survey. Biomedical eniineerini is of hiih societal
relevance since new medical applicatonsg beter diainostcs and more efectve treatment
applicatons huiely impact people's lives. Beter performini teams would not only make a
real diference for many citzensg but also contribute to increase European compettveness.
Secondg  biomedical  eniineerini  is  resulteoriented  and  is  a  ield  where  traditonal
performance indicatorsg such as publicatons and patentsg are well established. Furthermoreg
since it  combines research with inal  product  applicatong  we can observe ‘performance’
aloni  the  pipeline  from  basic  research  up  to  product  deployment.  Thirdg  biomedical
eniineerini  combines  classical  medical  research  with  eniineerini  applicatons;
interdisciplinary teams are common and combine very diverient subject areas raniini from
medicineg bioloiyg eniineerinig optcsg electronics and others. The fact that teams have to
draw  upon  very  diverse  subject  areas  eases  the  observaton  of  factors  that  facilitate
knowledie  inteiraton.  In  other  wordsg  tasks  are  sufciently  complex  as  to  be  able  to
observe the beneits of diversity. The disciplinary mix also eases indini sufciently iender
diverse teams. Fourthg whereas medicine is relatvely iender balancedg eniineerini is usually
dominated by men. This provides us with a rich context of chaniini iender role expectatons

4 Howeverg the selecton criteria in terms of country choices were expanded durini the ield phase
in order to include more countriesg hence access more teams and increase the overall response
rate to our survey.
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and responsibilites and iender diverse teams. 

Transport research has been selected as a second ield because it tackles issues of strateiic
importance for  society  such  as  environmental  friendly  and resource efcient  mobility.  It
pertains to Horizon 2020's Societal Challenies; beter research decisions and outcomes are
vital for Europe’s internal market and citzen's quality of life. The transport sector includes
airg railg roadg urban and water transport. Whereas a larie part of employment in this sector
is  concerned  with  the  manaiement  of  infrastructures  and  vehiclesg  important  research
questons  concern  intelliient  transport  systemsg  innovatve  vehicle  technoloiies  and
transport  manaiement.  Henceg  in  contrast  to medical  eniineerinig  transport  research is
ofen very process oriented: examples include intelliient transport systemsg or improvini
safety and efciency of  infrastructures and vehicles.  Given its  closeness to the everyday
realites of citzensg transport research can be quite amenable to social innovatons. This will
allow  us  to  extend  the  traditonal  performance  indicators  of  medical  eniineerini  with
‘alternatve’  and  emeriini  ones.  Thirdg  transport  research  draws  upon  diferent  subject
areas such as mechanicsg electronicsg computer science (routni problems)g and eniineerini.
Women are undererepresented in the transport labour force as it  is another hiihly mene
oriented ield. Howeverg recent societal needs reiardini efcient eneriy useg sustainability
and ecoloiical  transport  have  made it  more atractve to  women.  This  mix  of  iendered
professional ields provides a rich context for explorini the beneits of iender diversity in
teams. 

Ciuntry chiices. An inital set of ive countries was selected to implement the GEDII survey
ing  which consisted of  Swedeng  the UKg  Germanyg  Spain and Lithuania.  This  inital  set of
countries was expanded durini a second wave of survey rolleout to increase the number of
respondini  R&D  teams.  The  additonal  selected  countries  included:   Norwayg  Finlandg
Beliiumg Denmarkg Netherlandsg Polandg Czech Republicg Portuialg Austriag Switzerland and
Italy. 

Both the inital and expanded selecton of countries enables to contrast hiih and moderate
innovaton countries with diferent welfare and iender reiimes. In relaton to ienderg both
science and policy contexts difer within European Member States in terms of (1) research
aiendasg  (2)  infrastructuresg  instruments  and  methods  of  implementni  iender  equality
policiesg (3) the extent to which the issue has been inteirated into policy discussions and
policyemakinig  (4)  the  level  of  coordinaton  by  diferent  insttutonsg  and (5)  the  overall
emphasis and atenton iiven to iender in science. Our choice of countries is representatve
of ive diferent welfare regimes of the EU Member States as Table 1 demonstrates (Espinie
Anderseng 1990; Ferrerag 1996; Korpig 2000). Welfare reiimes capture common trends in the
division  of  work  between  women and  men  and  how  they  may  be  counterebalanced  or
enhanced  by  broader  structuralg  politcal  and  ideoloiical  countryespeciic  factors.  The
employment structure and its ienderespeciic occupatonal paterns shape opportunites and
constraints in the labour market. There are considerable natonal diferences in the extent of
women’s employment atachment over the life courseg fulletme and partetme workg iender
occupatonal seireiaton and iender pay iapg at least partally related to welfare reiimes
(Blossfeldg 2001; EspinieAnderseng 1999g 2002; European Commissiong 2008). 
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At the same tmeg welfare reiimes interface with diferent country clusters reiardini their
innovaton  capacity  (European  Commissiong  2017).  This  is  important  for  establishini
comparisons of iender equality policies in relaton to the innovaton capacity across the EU
member states. There are four clusters of countries: innovaton leadersg stroni innovatorsg
moderate innovatorsg and modest innovators. Our choice of countries has representatves
from the  irst  three  clustersg  with  a  certain  bias  towards  innovaton  leaders  and  stroni
innovatorsg as we expect to recruit more teams in countries that have a stroni R&D sector. 

Welfare regime country
cluster

Survey Countries EU Innovation Scoreboard Cluster Survey Wave 

Nordic Sweden Innovaton Leader 1st 

AniloeSaxon UK Innovaton Leader 1st

Contnental Germany Innovaton Leader 1st

Southern Spain Moderate Innovators 1st

Eastern Lithuania Moderate Innovators 1st

Nordic Norway Stroni Innovator 2nd 

Nordic Finland Innovaton Leader 2nd 

Contnental Beliium Stroni Innovator 2nd 

Nordic Denmark Innovaton Leader 2nd 

Contnental Netherlands Innovaton Leader 2nd 

Eastern Poland Moderate Innovator 2nd 

Eastern Czech Republic Moderate Innovator 2nd 

Southern Portuial Moderate Innovator 2nd 

Contnental Austria Stroni Innovator 2nd 

Contnental Switzerland Innovaton Leader 2nd 

Southern Italy Moderate Innovator 2nd 

Table 1: Survey ciuntry chiice by welfare regime and innivatin capacity 2

Data Mining Procedurer e Web of Science  utCorr
Author  names  and  email  addresses  were  downloaded  from  the  Web  of  Science  (WoS)
databaseg carryini out the followini steps: 

1. All publicatons (artcles only) followini the criteria listed below were downloaded
from WoS:

a) Country matches for Lithuaniag UKg Spaing Germany and Sweden (second wave
countries:  Netherlandsg  Beliiumg  Polandg  Czech  Republicg  Austriag  Switzerlandg
Denmarkg Norwayg Finlandg Portuialg Italy). 

b) Subject Field contains “Transport, or “Transportaton Science & Technoloiy, or
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“Eniineerini Biomedical,

c) Years: 2011 e 2016

2. The authors of this inital list of publicatons needed disambiiuatong based on author
last name and irst inital (see Sandström & Sandström 2009). This is necessary in
order to determine the number of publicatons for each author. Only authors that
have a minimum of three publicatons over the iiven tme period are retained; this
identies established authors within our area of interest vs. occasional authors. 

3. Expansion  of  search  to  all  publicatons  for  authors  and  coeauthors.  Filterini  for
relevant subject ields: Excludini “Hiih Eneriy Physics,g “Astronomy,g as these tend
to be ields with many authors per paper. 

4. Disambiiuaton of authors of resultni ile in order to assiin unique author ID for
each author.  

5. In a further stepg an authoretoeemail matchini is performed. Where emails in the
WoS iles are availableg each author id/name is associated with their correspondini
email. 

This inital data minini exercise produced an Excel ile containini a list of authors with their
correspondini  emails  and  insttutonal  afliatons  for  each  of  the  chosen countries.  The
inital selecton was limited in terms of includini only iroups that have publicatons that are
listed in the Web of Science database. 

Data Mining Procedurer II – P TST T Inventorr
For  patentsg  the  PATSTAT  database  (EPO  PATSTAT  data  base  Sprini  Editon  2016)  was
analysed with reiard to patent applicatons in the technoloiy ields of “Medical Technoloiy,
and “Transport,. 

The data for the tme frame from 2009e2012 was used to beiin with. The available database
PATSTAT Sprini editon 2016 contains complete patent data only up to the year 2012. To
ind prospectve teams and companies respectvely in the data baseg a patent (with two or
more  inventors)  of  a  speciic  country  (e.i.  Spain)  and  technoloiy  ield  (e.i.  Medical
Technoloiy)  was  used  as  a  startni  point.  The  inventors  (Ag  Bg  …)  of  this  patent  were
identied.  Theng  all  patents  of  inventor  Ag  Bg  ...  were  searched  for  and  aiain  their  coe
inventors. This loop was repeated for all newfound patents and coeinventorsg untl no new
data (patentsg inventors) could be mined. The patent search was conducted in the whole
databaseg not limited to the same applicant – company/university e or technoloiy ield). Out
of this mined data setg all inventors with the same company or university as applicant have
been  iathered  in  clusters.  Since  the  priority  was  to  ind  patentni  research  teamsg  a
minimum of four inventors was deinedg analoious to the minimum team size of the survey.

In a next stepg the identied clusters were analyzed on the basis of technoloiy ield. Clusters
were allocated to the speciic technoloiy ields of Medical Technoloiy and Transportg if the
inventors had 50% or more patents in Medical Technoloiy and Transport. The retrieved data
tables  show inventors  who have done patent  applicatons toiether  (as  a  clusterg  so not
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everyone  has  invented  with  everybody  in  the  cluster)  under  the  umbrella  of  a  speciic
company  (or  university)  and  within  a  certain  technoloiy  ield  e  Medical  Technoloiy  or
Transport.  The  startni  point  of  indini  teams (with  the help  of  the  PATSTAT  data)  can
therefore  be either  the company or  an inventor.  Howeverg  as  the inventor  can  only  be
reached throuih a private postal address (available contact data in PATSTAT)g it was aireed
to proceed with the company contacts.

As a resultg companies with patent applicatons in the relevant technoloiy areas (Medical
Technoloiy and Transport) were identied for the ive countries Lithuaniag United Kinidomg
Spaing Germany and Sweden.

 ddrerr Verifcaton / -ompilaton 
Both the WoS author list as well as the PATSTAT list of inventors were manually veriied.
Address compilaton and veriicaton was conducted by all project partners for the countries
Germanyg Spaing Swedeng United Kinidom and Lithuania. The correspondini R&D team of
listed authors were identied throuih webebased searches for the public sector which has
most informaton accessible online. Where possibleg the address veriicaton in the public
sector identied the team leader as our primary contact  for  the recruitment process.  In
some casesg this manual  online check produced additonal  contact addresses of research
iroups that work within the same orianizaton (or department) but have published less or
are less visible in the Web of Science. Where it was easily possible to associate the team with
the respectve subject  areasg  the team contact was included in our  address ile.  For the
private  industryg  team  member  address  veriicaton  could  not  be  done  via  webebased
searches since private companies typically do not publish their staf /teams online. As an
alternatve  approachg  the  companies  resultni  from  the  PATSTAT  data  minini  were
contacted directly.  In some casesg  speciic associatons such as the WISE Campaiin (UK)g
women's iroups in diverse professional associatons facilitated the contact to the private
industry. In Germanyg project partner VDE and its network contacts have been crucial for
contactni companies. Another approach was to contact speciic departments in companies
that  could  have  an  interest  in  the  researchg  i.e.  HRg  Diversity  and/or  Gender  Equality
departments or ofcers. 

The address veriicaton carried out for the inital countries manaied to verify the available
addresses as well as amplify our inital listni of contacts for carryini out the next stepg the
recruitment of R&D teams for the survey. 

-Canger of Field  ccerr Procedure between 1rt and 2nd Wave
The procedures described in the precedini secton concerns mainly the ield access for the
irst  wave  of  survey  rolleout  restricted  to  the  inital  ive  countries  Spaing  UKg  Swedeng
Germany and Lithuania. Since recruitment of research teams proved extremely challeniini
the Consortum took the decision to expand the pool of tarieted countries and hence pool
of possible teams to 11 more countries. 

Howeverg  due  to  tme  and  resource  constraints  two  decisions  were  taken:  irstg  the
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recruitment for the second wave concentrated on research teams from the public sector.
The very low response rate from the private sector durini the irst wave suiiested that
eforts should be concentrated on the public research sector for the additonal countriesg
where a positve response was more likely.  This  implied data  minini authors’  addresses
throuih the Web of Science database. Secondg no manual address veriicaton was carried
out;  Authors compiled from publicatons were contacted directly via their  email  without
knowini their exact role within the team. 

Recruitni R&D Teams
Afer havini compiled authors' emails and company addressg team recruitment was carried
out  by each Consortum partner  in  their  respectve countries.  The recruitment of  teams
included a clear deiniton of what we understand by a team. As set out in the Conceptonal
Framework (D1.1g Müller et al.g 2016)g an emphasis on the orianizatonal setni of team
membership is central. The orianizatonal context captures ‘invisible’ contributons of iroup
members  not  listed  as  author  of  publicatons  and  also  takes  into  account  the  efect  of
orianizatonal iender equality and diversity policies on team work. Thusg a team is deined
as a iroup of persons workini towards a shared ioal where each team member has a formal
orianizatonal  role/relatonship (e.i.  in  the  form  of  an  ofcial  contract  with  the
orianizaton). Althouih it is true that scientic collaboraton does not stop at the boundary
of  the orianizaton but spans insttutonsg  countries or  scientic ieldsg  an orianizatonal
deiniton of membership is more adequate for the purpose of the survey – as it can inquire
about the orianizatonal setni. This provides rich insiihts especially in combinaton with
bibliometric coeauthorship analysisg  the other form to deine scientic collaboraton.  The
survey  data  therefore  provides  an  interestni  startni  point  to  discuss  diferences  and
commonalites  between  these  two  important  deinitons  of  team  membership.  Overallg
recruitment  of  teams  was  carried  out  based  upon  the  followini  criteria  aimini  for  a
minimum of 100 teams: 

 Minimum size of teams is four members.

 Teams can have a mixed iender compositong but teams with only women or men
are also included. 

 Minimum of 20 teams per (inital) country (5x20=100). 

 An additonal conditon for partcipaton was to make the names of team members
available.  Otherwiseg it  would not have been possible to compile the bibliometric
performance data of the team. 

Recruitment of Teamr in Public Organizatonr
Recruitment for teams in public orianizatons has been conducted by: 

 Sendini out an inital recruitment email to all addresses obtained from the WoS data
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minini exercise. In case this invitaton to partcipate in the survey was answeredg a
second followeup email was sent out with explanatons of the next steps. 

 Sendini  out  an  inital  recruitment  email  to  personal  contacts  (to  HR  or  other
manaiement stafg or team members).

Once a potental team contact was identiedg the actual recruitment started: 

a. Contactni  the  teamecontact  either  by  email  or  by  phone.  For  that  purposeg  a
iuideline  with  introductory  text  reiardini  the  purpose  of  projectg  survey  and
beneitsg incentves for partcipatni was provided to partcipants in the form of the
bibliometric proile of the research iroup. 

b. Clarifyini  the  partcipaton  procedures  with  the  teamecontact  person:  distribute
paper version or visitni the iroup in person if feasibleg anonymous online survey or
personalized online survey. 

c. Team  codes  were  ienerated  by  each  consortum  partner  for  their  respectve
countries to reiister each team that aireed to partcipate. 

Recruitment of Teamr in Private Organizatonr
To access private orianizatonsg the followini steps were carried out:

 Findini direct contacts to companies listed in the PATSTAT or Web of Science ield
access  iles.  This  could  be  throuih  personal  contacts  or  throuih  associated
associatons  such  as  the  WISE  Campaiin  (UK)g  women's  iroups  in  diverse
professional associatonsg etc. VDE was crucial in this step for Germany.

 Where email addresses were available (e.i. authors listed in the Web of Science ile
afliated at a private company)g the person was directly contacted with an invitaton
to partcipate in the study with her/his current team.

 Blind approach: contactni the company throuih ofcial channels such as a webe
contact  formg  phone  etc.  Departments  that  could  have  an  interest  in  the  GEDII
project were considered as potental entry points: HRg Diversity or Gender Equality
Stafg Strateiic Development Manaiers. 

Once a potental team contact was identiedg the next steps for recruitni the team are the
same as described for public orianizatons (see above). 

Overall Timing and Rerponre Rater 
The  ield  access  preparatons  started  in  December  2016/January  2017  by  each  project
partner for their country (Lithuania was done by CRA). The survey was launched online in
March 2017. 
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The recruitni of teams was carried out in two waves. The irst wave tarieted UKg Swedeng
Germanyg  Spain  and  Lithuania.  Given  the  very  moderate  response  rate  especially  from
countries with a larier research and innovaton sector such as the UK and Germanyg the
Consortum  decided  to  initate  a  second  wave  of  recruitment  of  research  teams  from
September 2017 onwards. Several factors were taken into consideraton and conditoned
the executon of a second wave of team recruitment: 

 The project had not spent the entre foreseen budiet for survey followeups durini
the irst wave.

 Field  access  could be expanded relatvely  easily  to  other  countries  throuih data
minini WoS author addresses. 

 The decision to concentrate on the public sector played a further important role:
iiven the very sparse response rate from the private industry durini the irst wave
across all countriesg it made sense to concentrate spendini the rest of the available
resources on the public research sector where partcipaton was likely to be hiiher
while also requirini much less efort. 

 The  use  of  the  online  survey  in  combinaton  with  R  scripts  allowed  for  the
incorporaton  of  new results  into  the  analysis  without  any  substantal  additonal
efortg  makini  it  viable  to  incorporate  new  results  as  they  came  ing  even much
beyond the oriiinally planned end of the survey in Auiust 2017. 

The main tme frame for the irst wave of survey rolleout was from April to September 2017.
The second wave was started in September 2017. The survey was closed on 31 January 2018.

Figure 1: Timeline survey
01/17 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 1/18

Field access and recruitment preparaton

Crossecountry survey

First wave

Second wave

The followini tables iive an overview of the overall contacts (via veriied team leaders as
contactg  mass  emails  and  others  like  HRg  Diversity  Departmentsg  networks  etc.)  and
successful responses. Spain has the hiihest success rate (11%)g while Germany and the UK
have very low success rates with less than 1%. A detailed documentaton of the recruitment
eforts for  the primary ive countries durini the irst wave of  recruitment is available in
Annex III on paie 73.
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Contacts Responses Rate

Germany 1g960 13 0.66%
Lithuania 674 8 1.19%
Spain 669 74 11.06%
Sweden 1g618 31 1.92%
UK 4g924 8 0.16%

Sum 9g845 134 1.36%

Table 3: Summary cintacts and respinses 1st wave if recruitment

Countries Selected leaders Mass authors Others

Contacts Resp. Rate Contacts Resp. Rate Contacts Resp. Rate

Germany 92 4 4.35% 1g827 4 0.22% 41 5 12.20%

Lithuania 39 7 17.95% 635 1 0.16% 0 0 0.00%

Spain 619 50 8.08% 0 0 0.00% 50 24 48.00%

Sweden 118 1 0.85% 1g500 30 2.00% 0 0 0.00%

UK 139 1 0.72% 4g771 3 0.06% 14 4 28.57%

1g007 63 6.26% 8g733 38 0.44% 105 33 31.43%

Table 4: Cintacts and respinses 1st wave if recruitment – by means if appriach

The second wave of recruitment started in September 2017 and was carried out by UOC and
ORU. The second wave was mainly conducted via mass emails (5g747 contacts) with WoS
data (authors). In some casesg selected leaders were approached. The overall success rate is
0.66% (40 teams). As can be seeng response rates fuctuate considerably between countries.
Generally  speakinig  the response rate to the irst  invitaton email  was very low (usually
below 1% for mass emailini). Howeverg in case researchers did respond to the invitaton to
partcipateg a relatvely hiih response rate amoni the team members was the normg typically
about 60 to 70%. This probably has to do with the fact that the decision to partcipate in our
survey was backedeup by the team leaderg encouraiini iroup members to partcipate. 
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Contacts First Resp. Rate 1st Resp. Success responses Rate

Austria 124 2 1.61% 0 0.00%

Belgium 642 4 0.62% 2 0.31%

Czech Rep. 354 2 0.56% 1 0.28%

Denmark 422 3 0.71% 2 0.47%

Finland 285 2 0.70% 1 0.35%

Italy 751 18 2.40% 11 1.46%

Netherlands 1g895 14 0.74% 11 0.58%

Norway 453 3 0.66% 2 0.44%

Poland 502 2 0.40% 2 0.40%

Portugal 300 7 2.33% 3 1.00%

Switzerland 299 6 1.34% 5 1.67%

Total 6g027 63 1.05% 40 0.66%

Table 5: Summary respinses if 2nd wave if recruitment

Online Data Collecton 
Data  collecton  was  implemented  usini  the  Unipark  platormg  which  is  the  academic
proiram  of  Questback.  The  survey  sofware  is  an  industry  standard  soluton  for  online
feedback and survey research. Comprehensive respondent manaiement simpliies ieldwork
in terms of partcipant recruitment and manaiement durini the ield phase. Survey status
informaton  enables  tarieted  reminders  to  be  sent  via  an  inteirated  mail  server.  The
Questback server  parkg  located in Germanyg  is  well  protected within  a  BSIecertied data
center that meets the strinient security requirements of the ISO 27001 standard for IT risk
manaiement. 

“ nonymour” and “Perronalized” Quertonnaire verrionr
The Unipark platorms ofers  two questonnaire  formats  – anonymous  and personalized.
Despite the somehow misleadini names of “personalized, vs. “anonymous,g  it has to be
emphasized  that  all  data  was  collected  anonymously.  The  diference  between  the  two
versions is that the personalized one assiins codes to potental respondents via a URL link.
This allows trackini if a certain person has already replied to the questonnaire or not – and
hence tarietni primarily  the wave of  reminders to those that  have not.  It  needs to be
emphasized that the result matrix of the survey naturally does not contain the personalized
code of the respondents; it is not possible to assiin data rows to individuals. The anonymous
version on the other hand does not provide this response trackini feature. 

In order to provide the maximum fexibility to potental respondentsg our questonnaire was
available in both versions. Team contacts/leaders were informed about the possibility to use
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either versions. The vast majority of respondents answered the questonnaire throuih the
personalized version.  If the anonymous queston was preferredg the link to the team contact
questonnaire was send directly to the team leader afer the irst contact was established. In
additon to the online questonnaireg paper copies were also available and ready to be sent
out if desired by certain teams. Except for isolated cases in Germanyg 99% of responses were
iiven  directly  online.  Since  variable  names  and  hence  result  matrix  are  identcalg  all
questonnaires could be meried durini the preeprocessini step (see next secton). 

Finallyg  a  fourth  questonnaire  was  setup  up  based  upon  a  close  collaboraton  with  a
research insttute in Spain. The oriiinal GEDII questonnaire was extended with additonal
variables  on  workini  conditons  before  beini  passed  to  the  employees  of  the  insttuteg
includini the research iroups. The additonal items/data was removed before beini meried
into the ilobal result set. 

Team IDr and Rerponre Tracking
A key issue concerned the ieneraton of a iroup code in order to identfy respondents that
beloni  to  the  same  team.  Once  an  aireement  with  the  team  contact  was  reached  to
partcipateg a Team ID was ienerated and distributed either throuih the Unipark platorm
(for the personalized questonnaire version) or via a iroup speciic submission URL (for the
anonymous version via the team contact). 

Weekly updates on survey response trackini were provided by UOC in order to monitor
response rates across countries and compare aiainst the overall tariet of 100 teams. 

Data PreeProcessini Steps 
All data preeprocessini and analysis has been carried out usini the R statstcal packaie5.
Apart from enablini the Consortum to incorporate incomini survey results on a contnuous
basisg  it  assures maximum transparency and reproducibility  reiardini our results.  Scripts
used for data preeprocessini will be published within the Open Access scheme of the GEDII
project (see next secton for details). . 

The main preeprocessini steps carried out were: 

 Meriini  the  three  diferent  team  members  survey  result  sets  into  one:  the
personalized surveyg the anonymous surveyg and the sinile research insttute survey.

 Removal  of  metaedata  informaton  reiardini  partcipant  response  behavior  and
technical platorms 

 Revision and anonymizaton of open text responses 

 Recodini “Other, text ields for hiihest educatong disciplinary backiroundg current
roleg etc.  

5 See  “The R Project for Statstcal Computni, htps://www.reproject.ori/
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 Error correcton for certain Team ID codes 

 Meriini  team  contactg  team  member  and  bibliometric/patent  performance
measures into a sinile dataset. 

Dirclorure -ontrol and Open  ccerr 
Althouih the GEDII project is partcipatni in the Open Access Pilot  of the Horizon 2020
project and plannini to make as much of its data accessible to the public as possibleg the raw
survey dataset has been excluded from the OA policy due to privacy concerns. 

The  GEDII  project  has  consulted with an  external  disclose  control  expert  to explore  the
possibilites  of  publishini  the  dataset  without  violatni  any  privacy  concerns  of  the
partcipants. In ieneralg two possibilites exist: irstg to reduce the number of variables in
order  to  prevent  identicaton  of  partcipants.  By  simply  combinini  several  socioe
demoiraphic  variables  such  as  aieg  sexg  team  roleg  hiihest  qualiicaton  and  others  the
identty of partcipants can be reconstructed quite easilyg  especially since team members
pertain each to a relatvely small iroupebased sample. It is entrely plausible for someone to
search irst her/his entryg and throuih the iroup code retrieve all other team members and
then identfy individual responses by a simple combinaton and exclusion criteria of aieg sexg
role. In order to avoid this type of disclosuresg basic socioedemoiraphic variables would have
to be removed which would limit the utlity of the dataset substantally. 

Secondg statstcal noise can be introduced into diferent variables that do not afect the
overall  distributon of  values  but  inserts  uncertainty  as  to  which  a  iiven  numeric  value
refects  the actual  response of  a  team member.  Althouih this  leaves  the result  dataset
complete as no variables need to be removedg it does not address our basic concern that
partcipants could potentally be confronted with their survey responses – as if they were
100% certain.  It  cannot  be iuaranteed that  the introducton of  statstcal  noise  into the
dataset will be recoinized by others who miiht use it in unethical ways. 

Give these two optons and the unsatsfactory possibilites to protect the privacy of team
members responsesg the Consortum decided  nit    ti    publish   the raw survey data ile. The
data will be used for GEDII internal reportsg analysis and publicatonsg that isg only on an
aiireiated level.  The project will  publish all  scripts that  have been used to preeprocessg
analyze and achieve the overall results of WP4. This will happen on the GEDII repository and
website as stpulated in the D1.3 Data Manaiement Plan. 
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Chapter 2 e Performance Indicators 
Ulf Sandrtröm, Sandra Klat

Bibliometric Identicaton & Analysis of Team Performance
One conditon for partcipaton in the GEDII survey was to make available the current list of
team members to the Consortum. For public universites or research orianizatonsg this was
relatvely unproblematc since most iroups have the list of  team members published on
their website. For private industryg howeverg this was a concern and probably contributed to
their very low overall partcipate rate. 

Based on team member namesg we have identied publicatons in one of the biblioiraphic
databasesg namely the Web of Science (WoS) provided by Clarivate Analytcs that consist of
internatonal  scientic  publicatons.  The  procedure  for  this  and  the  analytcs  used  is
described in the followini secton.

Bibliometric Identfcaton
One of  the practcal  problems is  that of  constructni the basic  biblioiraphy of  the units
under assessment.  This  is  not  a trivial  queston as papers from one insttuton miiht be
headed under several diferent names (de Bruin & Moedg 1990) and due to the problem of
homonyms for  individuals  there is  need of  careful  identicaton of  each researcher.  The
identication of papers included in this exercise has been done on the basis of names iiven
from the survey recipients nominated by the team leader. This was all the informaton iiven
even if many iroups have websites and iive at least examples of their publicaton actvity. 

Searches were done in the online version of Web of Science. Each download was created
usini all variants of namesg full names and last name plus irst inital for the team. In the case
of typical Spanish namesg like Anna Lucia Garcia Torresg we in principal used the irst name
Anna and the irst last name Garcia. In many casesg the recall with that strateiy was quite
larieg seldom more than 25g000 artcles. In those casesg subject cateiories were used to
delimit  the  result:  larie  subject  cateiories  with  many  artcles  and  many  authors  like
“Astronomy and Astrophysics,g “Physicsg Partcles and Fields,g “Physicsg Nuclear, and others
alike were deleted and thereby the recall could be taken down to less than 10g000 artcles. 

With that result started the more detailed identicaton. Usini a parser for the download
iles a document with all authors separated and with all possible informatong orianizatons
addresses etc. connected to the name made it possible to sort out the artcle shares that
were considered as beloniini to members of the teams involved in the GEDII survey. The
fact  that  WoS included full  name and orianizatonal  names is  one  preconditon for  the
identicaton. Alsog usini mainly Internet sources; e.i. searches for name and orianizaton
or publicatons and/or CVs made the identicaton possible. 

Afer presentni the irst results there was a round of validaton where the underlyini data
was scrutnized by unit leaders and/or each researcher.
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-overage of rcientfc and tecCnical publicatonr
Exploratons made by Carpenter & Narin (1981)g and by Moed (2005)g have shown that the
WoS database is representatve of scientic publishini actvites for most major countries
and  ields:  “In  the  total  collecton  of  cited  references  in  2002  ISI  source  journals  items
published durini 1980e2002g it was found that about 9 out of 10 cited journal references
were to ISI source journals, (Moed 2005:134). It should be emphasized that the database
mainly covers internatonal journalsg and that citatons analysis is viable only in the context
of  internatonal  research  communites.  Natonal  journals  and  natonal
monoiraphs/antholoiies  cannot  be  accessed  by  internatonal  colleaiues.  Consequentlyg
publicatons in these journals are of less interest in a citaton exercise of this type. As loni as
we are calculatni relatve citaton iiures based on ields and subeields in the WoS database
the  inclusion  of  natonal  or  low cited  journals  will  only  have  the efect  of  lowerini  the
citaton scoresg and isg therefore not an alternatve.

In some studiesg it has been suiiested that there are two distnct populatons of hiihly cited
scholars in social science subields — one consistni of authors cited in the journal literatureg
another of authors cited in the monoiraph literature (Butlerg 2008). As the Web of Science
has a limited coveraie of monoiraphic citni materialg the later populaton will hardly be
recoinized in the database (Borimann & Furnerg 2002). Butg in the overall senseg Web of
Science works well and covers most of the relevant informaton in a larie majority of the
natural sciences and medical ieldsg and quite well in applied research ields and behavioral
sciences (CWTSg 2007:13). Howeverg there are exceptons to that rule. Considerable parts of
the social sciences and larie parts of the humanites are either not covered very well in the
Web of Science or have citatons paterns that do not apply for studies based on advanced
bibliometrics (Butlerg 2008; Hicksg 1999; Hicksg 2004). 

MatcCing of referencer to artcler
The WoS database consists of artcles and their references. Citaton indexini is the result of a
linkini between references and source (journals  covered in the database).  This  linkini is
done  with  an  aliorithmg  which  is  conservatve  and  the  consequence  is  nonematchini
between reference and artcle. Several of the nonematchini problems relate to publicatons
writen by ‘consorta’ (larie iroups of authors)g  to variatons and errors in author names
authorsg  errors in  inital  paie numbersg  discrepancies  due to journals  with dual  volumee
numberini systems or combined volumesg to journals applyini diferent artcle numberini
systems or multple versions due to eepublishini. Approximatons indicate that about seven
per cent of citatons are lost due to this conservatve strateiy. The current analysis is based
on an alternatve aliorithm that addresses a larier number of the missini links. 

Selfecitatonr 
Selfecitatons  can  be  deined  in  several  ways;  usually  with  a  focus  on  coeoccurrence  of
authors or insttutons in the citni and cited publicatons. In this report the recommendaton
to eliminate citatons where the irsteauthor coincides between citni and cited document is
applied (Aksnesg 2003a). If an author’s name can be found at other positonsg as last author
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or middle authorg it will not count as a selfecitaton. This more limited method is applied for
one reason: if the whole list of authors is usedg the risk for eliminatni the wroni citatons
will be larie. On the downeside we will probably have a  seniorebias with this method; this
will  probably  not  afect  units  of  assessmentsg  but  cauton  is  needed  in  analysis  on  the
individual level (Adamsg 2007: 23; Aksnesg 2003b; Glänzel et al.g 2004; Thijs & Glänzelg 2005).

Time window for citatonr
An important factor that has to be accounted for is the tme efects of citatons. Citatons
accumulate over tmeg and citaton data has to cover comparable tme periods (and within
the same subield or area of scienceg see below).  Howeverg in additon to thatg  the tme
paterns of citaton are far from uniform and any valid evaluatve indicator must use a ixed
window or a tme frame that is equal for all papers. The reason for this is that citatons have
to be appropriately normalized. Most of our investiatons use a decreasini tmeewindow
from the year of publicaton untl December 2016. Howeverg some of our indicators are used
for tmeeseries and in these cases a ixed twoeyear citaton window is applied. Publicatons
from the year 2010 receive citatons untl 2012; publicatons from 2011 receive citatons
untl 2013 and so on. 

Fractonal countr and wCole countr – tCe Frac P indicator
In most ields of researchg scientic work is done in a collaboratve manner. Collaboratons
make it necessary to diferentate between whole counts and fractonal counts of papers and
citatons. Fractonal counts iive a iiure of weiiht for the contributon of the iroup to the
quanttatve indicators of all their papers. By dividini the number of authors from the unit
under consideraton with the number of all authors on a paperg we introduce a fractonal
countni procedure. Fractonal countni is a way of controllini for the efect of collaboraton
when measurini output and impact. In consequenceg from Frac Peiiures we can see to what
extent the iroup receives many citatons on collaboratve papers onlyg or if all papers from
the iroup are cited in the same manner.

Fieldr and rubefeldr
In  bibliometric  studies  the  deiniton of  ields  is  ienerally  based on  the  classiicaton  of
scientic journals into more than 250 subeieldsg developed by Thomson Reuters. Althouih
this classiicaton is not perfectg it provides a clear and consistent deiniton of ields suitable
for  automated  procedures.  Howeverg  this  propositon has  been  challenied  by  several
scholars (e.i. Leydesdorfg 2008; Bornmann et al. 2008). Two limitatons have been pointed
out: (1) multdisciplinary journals (e.i. Nature; Science); and (2) hiihly specialized ields of
research. 

Clarivate  Analytcs  classiicaton  of  journals  includes  one  subeield  cateiory  named
“Multdisciplinary  Sciences,  for  journals  like  PNASg  Nature  and  Science.  More  than  50
journals  are  classiied  as  multdisciplinary since  they  publish  research  reports  in  many
diferent  ields.  Fortunatelyg  each  of  the  papers  published  in  this  subeield  are  subject
speciicg andg thereforeg it is possible to assiin a subject cateiory to these on the artcle level
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– what Glänzel et al. (1999) calls “item by item reclassiicaton,. That strateiy has been used
in this report.

Normalized indicatorr
Durini the latest decadesg  standardized bibliometric procedures have been developed to
assess research performance.  Relatve indicators or rebased citaton countsg as an index of
research impactg is widelyeused by the scientometrics research community. Research teams
in the United States and in Huniary popularized the central concepts of normalizaton durini
the 1980s.  The method applied here builds on a statstc calculaton at the paper level and
on a year to year basis. Publicatons from 2008 are iiven a nineeyear citaton window (up to
2016). Because of these (small) diferencesg we name the indicator NCS (Normalized Citaton
Score)g butg it should be underlined that it is basically the same type of indicator as the one
today used by bibliometric iroups e.i. in Leiden and Leuven.

-itaton normalizaton
In  this  report  normalizaton  of  citatons  is  performed  in  reference  to  two  diferent
normalizaton  iroups:  WoS  subeields  and  journals.  When  normalizinig  we  also  take
publicaton year and publicaton type into account. A normalizaton iroup miiht then look as
follows:  papers  of  the  type  “review,  within  the  subeield  “Metalluriy  &  Metalluriical
Eniineerini, published in 2002.

The most commonly used normalizaton type was developed by Schubertg Glänzel and Braun
durini the 1980s (1988). Simultaneously the Leiden iroup (Moed et al. 1988) developed a
variant methodoloiy with the “crown indicator,. These normalized indicators are typically
named  CPP/JCS  or  CPP/FCS  dependini  on  whether  the  normalizaton  is  carried  out  in
relaton to journals or subeields. 

In  our  calculatons  of  “Field  normalized  citaton  score  (NCSf),  and  “Journal  normalized
citaton score (NCSj), we the followini formulas. Firstg the ield normalized citaton score
(NCSf):

1
P
∑
i=1

P c i
[μ f ]i

where c is the number of cites to paper i and [μf]i is the averaie number of citatons received
by papers in the normalizaton iroup of paper i. Our calculaton treats all papers equallyg
while other formulas ofen iives hiiher weiiht to papers in normalizaton iroups with hiiher
reference valuesg cf. Lundberi (2006)g s. III:3; cf. Visser et alg (2007).

When  calculatni the  “Normalized  journal  citaton  score  (NCSj),  we  use  the  followini
formula:

Object 6
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where [μj]i is the averaie number of citatons received by papers in the journal of paper i and
[μf]i is the averaie number of citatons received by papers in the subeield of paper i.

Top percentler
The  above  normalized  indicators  iive  a  iood  account  of  performance.  Nonethelessg  we
miiht need simple iiures that indicate the excellence of the iroup in just one number; e.i.
the  Tip  10% is  an  indicator  of  that  type.  As  an  indicatorg  it  expresses  the  number  of
publicatons  within  the  top  10%  of  the  worldwide  citaton  distributon  of  the  ields
concerned for the research iroup. This approach provides a beter statstcal measure than
those based on mean values. It is suiiested that this indicator should be used toiether with
other indicators and in this case as “a piwerful tiil in minitiring trends in the pisitin if
research insttutins and griups within the tip if their feld internatinally”  (CWTSg 2007:
25). If the research iroup has a hiih proporton of artcles in the Top 10% they will probably
have a larie impact on their research ield.

F P e Field  djurted Producton (Waring)
It is well known that medical researchers tend to produce moreg ofen shorter papers where
methodoloiy and prior knowledie is codiied in citatons and eniineerini scientsts produce
less frequently and have fewer crossereferences (Narin and Hamiltong 1996; Glänzelg 1996)
These ield diferences afect both citaton rates and mean number of papers per authorg and
the  diferences  are  to  some  extent  explained  by  shifini  coveraie  of  ields  in  the  ISI
database. 

In order to compute a ield adjusted factor we have to meet certain obstacles: publicaton
databases iive informaton on the authors that are actve durini a iiven periodg but not all
the potental authors. As the nonecontributors (nonepublishini authors) are unknown it is
difcult to create an averaie publicaton rate per author takini all potental authors into
account. There is a proposed mathematcal soluton to this problem: bibliometric data are
characteristcally “Warini distributons, (Schubert and Glänzelg 1984). With informaton on
the distributon of author publicaton frequenciesg an estmate of the averaie publicaton
rate per researchers (contributors and nonecontributors) in a iiven ieldg country or such can
be computed (Telcsg Glänzel and Schubertg 1985). 

The approach is based in mathematcal statstcs and a theoretcal discussion can be found in
papers by Braung Glänzelg Schubert and Telcs durini the second half of the 1980s. Inspired by
Irwin  (1963)  they  showed  that  bibliometric  material  had  the  propertes  of  “Warini
distributons,. A straiiht line should be obtained by plotni the truncated sample mean of
these distributons (Telcsg Glänzel and Schubertg 1985). By extrapolatni this series towards
zerog the numbers of nonecontributors are included. The intercept of this line is the averaie
productvity  of  all  potental  authors  durini  a  iiven  period  of  tme  (Braung  Glänzel  and
Schubertg 1990). In our model this value is used as a reference value and is computed per
ield for Nordic data. Several successful empirical tests usini the Field Adjusted Producton
(FAP) model have been implemented (see Koski et al. 2016 for further clariicaton).
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The Field Adjusted Producton is calculated as follows:

∑
i=1

n Pi
r i

where Pi is the number of papers in ield i and ri is the (estmated) averaie number of papers
per researcher in ield i. The estmaton of the reference values is performed for each ield by
irst calculatni the setruncated sample mean of each ield as follows:

∑
i=s

∞

i ni

∑
i=s

∞

ni

where ni is the number of authors havini exactly i papers. The truncated sample means are
ploted versus s  and the intercept of  the ited lineg  usini weiihted least  squares linear
reiressiong is used as an estmate for number of papers per author for the entre populaton
The reiression is weiihted usini weiihts proposed by Telcs et al. (1985).

When applyini this  modelg  authors  with an address at  Nordic  universites were used as
reference data. All Nordic universites (Swedeng Finlandg Denmark and Norway) were used in
the operaton which yielded almost 400g000 unique authors over a foureyear periodg (2008–
2011).  Homonyms and similar  problems were taken care  of  by automatc procedures  in
combinaton with manual procedures. all Nordic universites (Swedeng Finlandg Denmark and
Norway) and the operaton yielded almost 400 000 unique authors for a foureyear periodg
e.i. 2008–2011.

The about 250 WoSecateiories create too small samples when Nordic authors are used for
creaton of  productvity data. There are several alternatve ways of producini macro classes
(e.i.  SPRU  classes  or  the  Thomson  ESI  ield  cateiories).  In  this  caseg  all  journals  were
clustered usini interecitatons as proximity values (Boyack and Klavansg 2006)g and the least
frequent relaton were decisive in order to distniuishg as far as possibleg between basic and
applied sciences. It has been shown by Riniag van Leeuweng Bruinsg van Vuren and van Raan
(2002) that applied sciences tend to cite back to more basic sciencesg not the other way
around.  The clusterini procedure was based on the SLM (smart local  movini)  aliorithm
(Waltman &g van Eck 2013) and created ive macro classes (ields).

Percentle Model
Relatve citaton indicators – based on averaies were introduced already in the 1980sg but
since  then not  much has  happened except  for  diferent  ways  to  calculate  the  indicator
(Lundberig  2006).  The  use  of  sizeeindependent  indicators  contnued  to  be  the  normal
procedure up untl  quite  recently.  Indicators  where the number  of  publicatons  is  of  no
importance for the bibliometric value has one neiatve feature as it overlooks constant iood
performances and visibility of researchers. A researcher who produced hiihly cited artcles
durini the period of 2008e2010 will be none the worse as a consequence of publishini a
number of nonecited artcles in 2011 and 2012. Butg in our viewg the amount of artcles and
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the level reached in the irst period will not diminish. When assessini a iroup of researchers
and performances we should therefore add performances to each other’s instead of creatni
an averaie of all artcles where there is a hiihly skewed distributon in the backiround.

The basis for percentles is that each artcle is rankedg based on its citatonsg within their
respectve ields  of  scienceg  deined by the subject  classes  (about  250)  listed in  Web of
Scienceg  and  is  divided into  percentle  iroups  (the  1  per  centg  5  per  centg  10  per  cent
maximum ratedg and so on). Measurements based on percentles have the advantaie that
they are not afected by biases in the distributon of citatons (Rousseaug 2005). In some
disciplinesg there are a few publicatons with a very larie number of citatons pullini up the
averaie (Seileng 1992g 1998)g so that 70 per cent of artcles in the ield are below averaie
citatonewise.

The percentle indicator is translated to a point score for each artcle based on probabilityg
dependini on whether an artcle belonis to the most cited per cent or belonis to another
percentle iroup. Those in the top one per cent are awarded 100 points; the top ive per
cent iet 20 pointsg and so on (see Table 6). An artcle that belonis to the 50 per cent least
cited iets one pointg implyini that a researcher can never lose points by publishini an artcle
durini the period under study.

Percentile  per cent) Points
0.01 100
0.05 20
0.10 10
0.25 4
0.50 2

1.00 1

Table 6: Piints given per percentle griup

The number of points that each artcle thus obtains is adjusted by the FAPemethod for ield
adjustment  of  producton  (Sandström  &  Sandström  2009).  This  is  done  in  order  to
compensate for diferences in scientic producton behaviour between research areas. All
journals  in  the Web of  Science have been cateiorized into ive areas (Applied Sciencesg
Natural  Sciencesg  Health  Sciencesg  Economic  & Social  Sciencesg  and  Arts  &  Humanites).
Usini the Warini method then makes it possible to create a FAPefactor (Koski et al. 2016)
which can be multplied with the citaton points. The measure we use is thus a composite
measure of a sinile value expressini productvity (number of papers) and level of citatons
(quality). The advantaieg compared to other similar measuresg such as the heindexg is that
this measure is desiined to be used over and between all areas of science as is the case
when we want to compare performance at the university level and across diferent faculty
areas.

The researchers identied accordini to the methodoloiy described aboveg receives a score
based on artcle fractons and their citatons based points. As this has been used for the
whole Swedish research community we have a rankini of all  48.000 Swedish researchers
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durini the foureyear period. This iives a basis for benchmarkini in order to specify where a
speciic  iroup  of  researchers  is  located  in  the  Swedish  distributon  over  percentles  of
performance. For further informaton on thisg Sandström & Wold (2015).

Percentle Level
Based on the identicaton of unique and disambiiuated a ile of Swedish researchers 2008e
2012 was created by Sandström. Based on the Percentle Model  these researchers have
been ranked in  percentles and percentle  iroups.  This  can be used as  a  benchmark for
performance evaluaton: To which iroup of performances are our team and our number of
fractonalized artcles and normalized citatons equivalent? 

For this procedure the total of the iroup performance is divided by the number of senior
researchers per team. Seniority can be deined as beini a publishini author over at least ive
years durini the period 2008e2016. 

An anonymous example is atached in Annex IV on paie 78.

Patent Based Indicators
A further interest next to the bibliometric indicators was the data minini of patent actvites
of the teams. Due to the quality of the input data (informaton about the team members)
and the characteristcs and loiic of the PATSTAT databaseg  it  was only possible to count
applicatons per team. Since we only have person names (irst names and last names) as
data to match with the PATSTAT databaseg it is to be assumed that by matchini the names
aloneg  a  certain  number of  matches can be foundg  however it  is  hiih uncertainty  factor
about the correctnessg because there is no crossecheck possibility if the matched person in
PATSTAT is really the team member. In case two diferent persons have the same nameg
there is no informaton in the database itself to disambiiuate these inventors. On the other
handg there is a certain error rate with ‘person_id’ and the allocated inventor informaton.
As it happensg e.i. diferent spellinis in the inventors’ addressg chanie of address or typini
errors lead to diferent ‘person_id’s for the same person. 

In order to iet valid results when data minini person namesg we decided to cross check the
applicaton’s count. In other wordsg only applicatons were counted per teamg which have at
least two or more team members as inventor as a match. Of courseg due to this conditon
(two  team  members)  patents  are  not  counted  which  have  only  one  team  member  as
inventor on the applicaton. Another problem presents the tme iap when workini with the
PATSTAT database. The applicaton data is only complete up to the year 2012. Since survey
responses pertain to teams in 2017g recently submited Patents are not covered. This larie
tmeeiap between the oriiinal submission of a patent before 2012 and the current survey
also implies that team compositon miiht have chanied considerably.  Henceg the patent
performance  indicator  as  used  in  the  current  report  tells  us  litle  about  the  actual
performance of the current team. Howeverg as the current patentni actvites of the team
surveyed becomes available in the future versions of PATSTATg an additonal analysis would
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clearly address this issue. In the followini secton the data minini procedure is described in
more detail.

Step 1: Finding team members in PATSTAT
Based on names (irst name and last name) from teams that have answered the surveyg a list
of team member names with iroup IDs was the basis of the inquiry. For the person names
on that listg it was searched for matchini person entries in PATSTAT. These would be used in
a next step to ind applicatons related to the persons from the inital list. To look up the
person names from the list in PATSTATg a subset of the table tls906_person was createdg
enriched by EEEePPAT data6. Sog persons from tls906_person were included in the new table
iedii_inventors_201711g if all the followini conditons were fulilled:

 a matchini entry existed in eee_ppat_2016a

 pers_appln.invt_seq_nr > 0 which means the person is an inventorg not an applicant

The script createetable_iediieinventors_2017e11.sql was used to create the new table7.

Step 2: Liiking Up Inventirs
To look up the person names from the inital listg the list was manually converted into a CSV
ileg and then parsed by a PHP script. The script extracted the irst and last names from the
listg combined them in the form last name e irst nameg and searched for this combined name
strini in the column doc_std_name in table iedii_inventors_201711. If there was more than
one match in iedii_inventors_201711 for a nameg all matches were used subsequently.

A new column person_id was added to the result listg as an extension of the oriiinal list. If
matchini persons were found in PATSTATg their person IDs were writen to the new column.
This yielded 211 persons names with matches in PATSTAT and 1g067 person names without a
match.

Step 3: Liiking up griup applicatins and fnding applicatins related ti inventirs
For inventors with at least one matchini person entry from PATSTATg for each psn_id all
related applicatons were searchedg where:

 earliest_ilini_year was between 2001 and 2012
 invt_seq_nr was ireater 0 (makini the person an “inventor, instead of an “applicant,

for that applicaton)
The result of this step was a list of applicatons for each person idg refectni the applicatons
for the person entries found in PATSTAT. The column NumberOfApplicatons was added to
the result sheetg which denotes the total number of applicatons found for a speciic person
ID. The applicaton IDs were not saved permanentlyg but directly handed over to the next

6 For details about EEEePPAT (ECOOMeEUROSTATeEPO PATSTAT Person Auimented Table) data see
htps://www.ecoom.be/nl/EEEePPAT

7 The scripts used for the PATSTAT data processini will be made available in the data repository of
GEDII.
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processini step inside the script.

Finding if Applicatins Shared Within Griups
For all members of a speciic iroupg the found applicatons were iltered by the script for
applicatons related to at least two iroup members.

Note that all person IDs found for a speciic name in the iroup were considered standini for
one iroup member onlyg so if an applicaton showed up more than once for a sinile iroup
member because of its various person IDsg it would stll only count as one for the iroup.

The column appln_id was added to the result sheet:  it  contains only IDs of applicatonsg
which were shared within the iroup (meanini that at least two iroup members would be
related to that applicaton). As a resultg twelve teams have been found with the followini
patent counts:

Group Country Sector Public/Private Patents per Group

1 Spain Medical Technoloiy Public 2

2 Spain Medical Technoloiy Public 17

3 Spain Medical Technoloiy Public 7

4 Spain Transport Public 7

5 Spain Transport Private 1

6 Netherlands Transport Public 5

7 Sweden Medical Technoloiy Private 27

8 Sweden Medical Technoloiy Private 71

9 Sweden Medical Technoloiy Public 5

10 Sweden Medical Technoloiy Public 1

11 Italy Transport Public 1

12 Italy Transport Public 19

Table 7: Results PATSTAT data mining

It  can  be  assumed  that  the  low  number  of  teams  is  due  the  fact  that  mostly  public
insttutons  have  partcipated  in  the  surveyg  but  it  is  primary  the  private  sector  who  is
involved in the patent actvites (about 90% of the applicatons are done by the business
sector BES).  In  additon to thatg  the dataset  was searched up to the year  2012g  so that
relatvely new teams in our samples or siiniicant team member chanies up to now lead to
lower numbers of matches.
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Chapter 3 e Relatni Gender Diversity to Research Performance
 nne Laure Humbert, ElirabetC  nna GuentCer

One  key  queston  addressed  by  the  GEDII  project  is  the  potental  efect  of  iendered
processes  on  team  performance.  In  the  followini  sectong  we  explore  the  relatonship
between iender diversity and performance. The analysis is  conducted at the team levelg
since the aim is to relate iendered processes within the team to team productvity measures
obtained throuih bibliometric dataminini. 

The impact of iender diversity on research performance
Research on the impact of iender diversity on performance is inconclusive  (Müller et al.
2016).  Several  studies  indicate  that  a  iood  iender  balance  is  beneicial  for  corporate
performance  and  innovaton  processes  within  teams  (Curtsg  Schmidg  &  Struberg  2012;
Hooiendoorng Oosterbeekg & van Praaig 2013; McKinsey & Companyg 2008g 2016). Gender
diversity in research has lariely been treated as synonymous with the sexecompositon of a
team.  This  can  either  take  a  iendereneutral  perspectve  (i.e.  iender  balance  or  the
proporton of the undererepresented sex on teams) or a iendered perspectve (i.e. women’s
representaton on teams). Howeverg countni heads only provides a snapshot of the current
team and does not consider iendered processes within a team. 

Research  studies  have  shown  there  is  a  productvity  iap  between  women  and  men
academics (Aiston & Junig 2015; Busolt & Kuieleg 2009; Müller et al.g  2016). One reason
behind this iap miiht be that women academics tend to have less tme for research due to
teachini load or academic citzenship and service (Linkg Swanng & Bozemang 2008; Winslowg
2010). Consequentlyg the rato of women within a team miiht have a diferent infuence on
the overall teameperformance. We therefore hypothesise: 

H1a: Wimen’s representatin in teams is negatvely related ti research perfirmance.

Some research has shown that performance is neiatvely afected reiardless of whether it is
women  or  men  that  are  undererepresented  (Gratong  Kelang  Voiitg  Walkerg  &  Wolframg
2007). Within R&D more speciicallyg iender diversity within teams has been linked to more
novel  solutons  and  radical  innovaton  (Bear  &  Woolleyg  2011;  DíazeGarcíag  Gonzaleze
Morenog & SaezeMartnezg 2013; Østeriaardg Timmermansg & Kristnssong 2011). Howeverg a
metaeanalysis  found a neiatve relatonship between iender diversity  and a team’s  task
performance in the form of output and productvity (Schneidg Isidorg Lig & Kabstg 2015). That
studyg  howeverg  does  not  distniuish  between  the  diferent  nature  of  tasks.  Evidence
suiiests that iender diversity can have a positve efectg but predominantly within teams
that  carry out creatveg innovatve tasks such as writni scientic publicatons (Campbellg
Mehtanig Dozierg & Rinehartg 2013; Østeriaard et al.g 2011). Because the tasks carried out in
a research context are hiihly specialisedg creatve and potentally demandini – a noneroutne
task in Perrow’s (1967) classiicaton – we assume that the ability for novel solutons and
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radical innovatons are positvely linked to iender balance. We therefore hypothesise that
women’s inclusion in research teams will have a positve efect on research performanceg
but only up to a pointg and that in fact ienderebalanced teams are most performant (quasie
curvilinear efect):

H1b: Gender balance within teams has a pisitve efect in research perfirmance.

The GEDII project aimed to io beyond countni heads and extend not only the concept of
iender diversity but also how it is measured. To this endg the Gender Diversity Index not
only includes measures of iender representaton but also of iender atriton aloni seven
irounds  of  diversity:  aieg  educatong  care  responsibilitesg  marital  statusg  team  tenureg
contract  type  and  seniority  (Humbert  &  Guentherg  2017g  2018).  This  is  in  line  with  the
ariument that  it  is  important  to move beyond representaton and to focus on inclusive
climates  within  orianisatons  and  teams  (Mor  Barak  et  al.g  2016;  Shoreg  Clevelandg  &
Sanchezg 2017).

The scores  of  the Gender  Diversity  Index reward inclusive teams (Humbert & Guentherg
2018). Shore et al. (2011) deine inclusion as a setni in which individuals can retain their
uniqueness  while  also  beini  treated  as  insiders  at  the  same  tme.  Within  an  inclusive
climateg individuals can brini in their full spectrum of talent (Mor Barak et al.g 2016). In an
inclusive  environmentg  women  and  men  iet  the  opportunity  to  realise  themselvesg
reiardless of their individual diversity characteristcs. Shore et al.  (2011g 2017) suiiest that
an inclusive environment is conducive to team performance. We therefore hypothesise:

H1c: The Gender Diversity Index is pisitvely related ti research perfirmance.

Thus  far  the  sexecompositon  of  a  team  and  iendered  processes  in  teams  have  been
considered separately.  Howeverg this fails to account for the intertwined nature of those
aspects. The sexecompositon of a team is coeshaped by iendered processes as those impact
recruitment and retenton processes. Then aiaing a focus on iendereinclusiveness alone does
not provide informaton on whether teams are afected by beini either womene or mene
dominated.  Moreoverg  while  an  inclusive  team  environment  as  well  as  iender  balance
should  be  conducive  for  team  performanceg  a  hiih  representaton  of  women  could  be
detrimental. Consequentlyg to fully be able to assess the infuence of a iendereinclusive team
setni it is necessary to also account for the sexecompositon of a teamg both in terms of the
representaton of women and iender balance. We therefore hypothesise:

H2: Gender diversity within teams is pisitvely related ti research perfirmance, when
cintrilling fir the representatin if wimen and gender balance.

Measures of iendered processes within teams provide litle informaton about the wider
team culture  and team climate.  Cultural  aspects  that  afect  team work  include  hardetoe
chanie belief systems that conditon work in iroups such as such as iender stereotypes.
Team climate refers to the quality of social relatons at work. 
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Gender stereitypes infuence the percepton of a person’s status and performance (Müller et
al.g 2016). Research on stereotype threats shows that stimatsed iroups – as women are in
the context of scienceg technoloiyg eniineerini and math (STEM) – underperform if existni
stereotypes are not tackled (Harrisong Stevensg Montyg & Coakleyg 2006; Shapiro & Williamsg
2012; Waltong Murphyg & Ryang 2015). 

Wirk climate – Van Knippenberi et al. (2013) ariue that a team’s diversity mindset infuence
its capabilites to beneit from its diversity. Consequentlyg if a team provides an environment
that is safe for minorites – such as women in STEM – to express their opinions and to work
ing the overall team performance miiht beneit from it. Additonallyg an unwelcomini work
climate could decrease team efectveness. For instanceg Raver and Gelfand (2005) showed
that ambient sexual harassment and sexual hostlity increase team confict. Gender diversity
within teams may construct a safe work climateg which in turn can increase performance.

Piwer disparity – Dependini on whether teams see cultural  diferences as an important
source infuences not only the power distributon within the team but also to what extent
individuals perceive their selfe and iroupeefcacy (Ely & Thomasg 2001). In other wordsg the
percepton on how much a team member can infuence and coeshape team processes afects
intrinsic motvaton and therefore also performance. Teams that are more iender diverse
may  beneit  from  low  levels  of  power  disparityg  which  in  turn  can  increase  research
performance.

Team climate – Research shows that team climateg in its diferent expressionsg infuences
team efectveness and performance (Mathieug Maynardg Rappg & Gilsong 2008). Teams with
an  innovatve  team  climate  –  that  is  teams  that  share  a  visiong  have  a  stroni  taske
orientatong where members feel they can partcipate and where there is stroni support for
innovatve practces – are positvely linked to the speed of innovaton (PirolaeMerlog 2010).
Furthermoreg a collaboratve team climate fosters creatvity within intrinsically  motvated
teams (Zhug Gardnerg & Cheng 2016). Teams that are more iender diverse may ienerate a
climate  that  is  more  diverse  and  there  more  supportve  of  innovatong  which  in  turn
positvely afects performance.

Leadership style – The style and behaviour of team leaders are also very important when it
comes to team processes (Guzzog R.  & Dicksong  1996; Müller  et al.g  2016).  For instanceg
autocratc leadership style and power concentraton in formal team leaders can reduce the
communicaton  within  teams  and  therefore  neiatvely  afect  team  learnini  and  team
performance (Tostg Ginog & Larrickg 2013). At the same tmeg shared leadership approaches
have been positvely linked to team performance (D’Innocenzog Mathieug & Kukenberierg
2016).  Gender  diverse  teams  may  be  associated  with  more  difuse  and/or  democratc
manaiement stylesg which in turn fosters ireater performance. We therefore hypothesise: 

H3: Gender diversity within teams pisitvely infuences research perfirmance, when
cintrilling  fir  the  representatin  if  wimen,  gender  balance,  gender
stereitypes,  wirk  climate,  piwer  disparity,  team  climate  and  perceptin  if
leadership style. 
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Furthermoreg the wider orianizatonal workini conditons in which team members operate
infuence the efect of iender diversity on research performance. Thusg workelife balance or
parental  leave  policies  as  well  as  the  availability  of  permanent  vs  temporary  workini
contracts  afect women primarily  as  main care  iivers  (Gouldeng  Masong  & Fraschg  2011;
Hardy  et  al.g  2016;  Muriia  &  Poiiiog  2019).  Similarg  the  tme  available  to  dedicate  to
research  vs  more  administratve  or  teachini  responsibilites  can  also  afect  research
performance – with a detrimental efect for women (Guarino & Bordeng 2017). We therefore
hypothesise: 

H4: Gender diversity within teams pisitvely infuences research perfirmance, when
cintrilling fir the representatin if wimen, gender balance, tme dedicated ti
research, care respinsibilites, percentage if tempirary cintracts. 

Methodoloiy
In this sectong we describe the two approaches adopted and the case selecton as well as
diferent measures used to test the hypotheses set out aboveg except for those that were
already described in the methodoloiy secton of Chapter 1 of this report. We then outline
the modellini procedure used in the analysis.

-are relecton
To iain a deeper insiiht on iender diversityg team dynamics and their relatonship to team
performance the survey aimed for a very hiih ineteam response rateg ideally 100% of team
members. To minimise the standard errors of estmatesg only teams which met the followini
criteria were used for the calculaton of the Gender Diversity Index: 100% response rate for
teams with 4 respondentsg 50% response rate for teams with 5 to 9 respondentsg and 40%
response rate for teams with 10 or more respondents (101 out of 159 teams). 

Mearurer
Gender diversity –  Gender diversity is measured throuih the Gender Diversity Index. The
Gender Diversity Index was developed within the framework of the GEDII project to capture
the efects  of  iendered processes  within  a  team (Humbert  & Guentherg  2017g  2018).  It
consists of a composite measure that summarises the iender representaton and atriton
within teams across seven irounds of diversity. This measure is bound between 0 and 1g
where 1  stands  for  hiih levels  of  iender  inclusiveness.  Since the GDI  in  its  nature  as  a
composite  index  captures  a  lot  of  informaton  in  one  sinile  numberg  a  complementary
analysis has been carried out that examines each individual pillar of the Gender Diversity
Index and their relatonship with research performance separately. 

Gender representatin – Closely related to iender diversity is the iender representaton of
women (and men) on teams and the resultni iender balance. Given the special interest of
the GEDII project reiardini the infuence of iender on research performanceg ienderebased
informaton is available across several sets of variables: 
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Gender representaton Data source

A Reiardini all recruited team members; 
iender distributon of complete team.  

Recruitment. Manually assiined iendere
based upon research iroup member irst 
name and web lookup. 

B Reiardini questonnaire respondents only Questonnaire data

C Reiardini all team members that have 
contributed to the bibliometric record. 

Manually assiinedg then iltered for those 
team members who have publicatons based 
upon bibliometric dataminini

D Reiardini all bibliometrically deined 
“seniors, 8

Manually assiinedg then iltered for those 
team members that have a “senior, 
publicaton record.

For  the  main  secton  of  this  chapterg  the  iender  representaton  of  the  mist  cimplete
infirmatin available will be usedg based upon the manually assiined iender for the entre
recruited teams (usini the irst name of all researchers). This corresponds to opton A in the
above  table.  In  selected  casesg  additonal  tables  are  provided in  Annex I  illustratni the
efects of usini other iender distributons (opton BeD). This becomes especially pertnent in
the  case  of  models  that  incorporate  the  Gender  Diversity  Index  as  predictorg  since  the
Gender Diversity Index’ scores have been calculated usini data based upon the respondents
only. 

Research perfirmance –  Research performance is  operatonalised throuih two measures
used  in  bibliometric  studies.  The  irst  is  Field  Adjusted  Producton  (FAP)g  which  uses  a
methodoloiy for normalisaton to ield speciic publicaton standards across diferent subject
areas and stands for the relatve quantty of research output of a team (Koskig Sandströmg &
Sandströmg 2016). As suchg FAP estmates of how many actvely publishini researchers a
team is made ofg based on the publicaton record from the team. For instanceg where a
team consists of four senior researchersg it is expected to have a FAP score of four. If that
same teamg howeverg achieves a score of ive this would suiiest they outperform similar
teams  in  their  area  of  research  as  they  produce  as  many  publicatons  in  their  area  of
research as normally would be expected from ive senior researchers. The second is based
on the Percentle Model (PMg for more details see Chapter 2). The Percentle Model (PM)
builds on the FAP and takes into account the number of citatons obtained and ranks them
within their speciic subject area into percentle iroups (top 1%g top 5%g etc…). The hiiher
the PM scoreg the more likely is that the output of a team belonis to the top research iroups
within a ield. For instanceg if a team’s publicatons are mainly amonist the top 1% of all

8 “Seniors are assiined based upon bibliometric informaton based upon the followini aliorithm: 1)
at least 2.75 points in Sum (column G=PM5) and at least 3 yrs of publishini actvity. The score of
"2.75" has been derived from testni the level of TOP25 % of Swedish researchers (borderline).
Time window of  publicaton is  based upon 5  years  (2012e2016),.  Source:  ‘iediiccs’  R packaie
version 1.5.1g 2019.
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cited publicatons within their area of researchg they would achieve one of the hiihest PM
scoresg  while  teams  with  few  citatons  would  be  on  the  botom  end  of  the  PM  score
(Sandström & Woldg 2015). So as to increase precision due to roundinig FAP and PM scores
are multplied by 1000 in the modellini.

Team pricesses and dynamics – The measures used to capture iender stereotypesg work
climateg team infuenceg team climate and the percepton of leadership style are described in
the methodoloiy secton of this report (Chapter 1). These measures are based on individual
level data and aiireiated at team level afer reliability checks across items. 

-ontrol variabler
The sample used for the analysis results from the amaliamaton of two data sources: the
crossecountry  survey  and  bibliometric  dataminini.  Controls  are  applied  from  the  two
sources. FAP is a measure of productvity that is team size dependent – the larier the teamg
the  more  seniors  it  includes  –  the  hiiher  the  productvity  of  the  team.  Thereforeg  it  is
important to distniuish between the efect of team size upon performance and the efect of
“seniority, upon performance. Senior members of the team are considered to be those that
contribute substantally to the publicaton record while other team members probably do so
to a lesser extent. Thusg both team size as well as the percentaie of senior members within
the team (deined in terms of bibliometric informaton9) are used as control variables. In
additong  the percentaie of  team members  that  are  unlikely  to have contributed to the
publicaton record are also accounted for with an extra control variable: “Percentaie of Non
Bib Role,. These team members ienerally are either MA students or Administratve stafg or
have joined the team very recently and thus are unlikely to have contributed to the existni
bibliometric  track  record.  An  additonal  control  variable  uses  a  questonnaireebased
deiniton of seniorityg namely averaie years of experience in the ield. 

9  See previous footnote for informaton on its calculaton.
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PM5Y1000_Nov18 0.842***

Index.6 0.218* 0.147

TL_PercSeniorBib_Nov18 0.594*** 0.568*** 0.079

TL_PercNonBibRole e0.179 e0.111 e0.018 e0.197

TL_Experience 0.287** 0.161 0.169 0.354*** e0.658***

teamsize 0.477*** 0.383*** 0.362*** e0.117 0.072 0.002

TL_PercWomenBib e0.016 0.089 0.274** 0.106 e0.090 0.043 0.003

TL_PercWomen e0.050 0.043 0.371*** e0.008 0.066 0.013 0.092 0.830***

TL_PercRespWomen e0.084 0.014 0.329** 0.011 0.088 e0.025 0.014 0.799*** 0.938***

TL_GenderBalance e0.035 e0.043 0.548*** e0.113 e0.026 0.057 0.135 0.373*** 0.522*** 0.463***

TL_Gstereo 0.023 0.038 e0.100 e0.048 0.184 e0.258* 0.067 e0.283** e0.182 e0.129 0.000

TL_Wclimate 0.119 0.129 0.142 e0.097 0.204 e0.274** 0.216* 0.084 0.097 0.049 0.002 0.023

TL_PInfuDisp 0.097 0.167 0.054 0.066 0.193 0.007 0.205 0.112 0.174 0.141 0.076 e0.131 0.154

TL_Tclimate e0.019 0.125 0.019 0.107 0.163 e0.131 e0.055 0.187 0.231* 0.220* 0.102 0.166 0.334** e0.038

TL_Leadstyle 0.114 0.206 0.146 0.196 0.184 e0.100 0.088 0.194 0.229* 0.241* 0.183 0.068 0.338** 0.103 0.744***

TL_TimeTeam 0.189 0.207 0.026 0.100 0.142 0.020 0.147 0.236* 0.159 0.157 0.006 e0.083 e0.070 0.003 0.061 0.059

TL_TimePub 0.280** 0.333** e0.014 0.234* 0.088 0.023 0.077 e0.022 e0.029 e0.023 e0.006 e0.059 0.134 0.169 0.144 0.201 0.301**

TL_PercCareResp e0.001 0.031 0.233* 0.208 e0.432*** 0.565*** e0.214* 0.159 0.174 0.172 0.155 e0.237* e0.125 0.014 0.002 0.007 e0.129 e0.103

TL_PercTempContract e0.061 0.063 0.026 e0.147 0.448*** e0.565*** e0.011 e0.062 e0.071 e0.078 e0.039 0.192 0.285** 0.152 0.142 0.098 0.005 0.095 e0.292**

Computed correlaton used spearmanemethod with pairwiseedeleton.



Modelling
The analysis uses a ieneralized linear model (GLM) process (McCullaih & Nelderg 1989) with
a neiatve binomial link. The neiatve binomial link is needed since performance indicators
are akin to count datag  for which a Poisson link was initally considered. Howeverg inital
plotni of the data and summary statstcs shows that the variance of the data was clearly
larier  than  the  mean  of  the  datag  siinallini  overedispersion.  In  this  caseg  the  use  of  a
neiatve binomial link is more appropriate. This corresponds to the modellini techniques
used  in  much  of  bibliometric  research.  The  analysis  was  performed  usini  Rg  and  more
speciically the ilm.nb command of the MASS packaie (Venables & Ripleyg 2002). The results
present Incident Rate Ratos (IRR)g computed as the exponental of coefcients in the model.
Multecollinearity can represent a siiniicant source of error in modellini. For this reasong
Variance Infaton Factors (VIFs) were computed for all models. In all the models presented
belowg all VIFs are well below the threshold of 10 (Belsleyg Kuhg & Welschg 1980).

Results
The followini secton summarises the main results of the diferent models and explores the
link of iender diversity and team performance. Both FAP and PM measures are countsg but
at the team level are not necessarily inteiers. Rather than roundini which would lead to
lower precision in the coefcientsg  the analysis rescales both measures by multplyini by
1g000 (denoted as FAP1000 and PM1000 where applicable). Annex II provides result tables in
noneexponanted format as well as additonal informaton on conidence intervals. 

Gender diverrity and rerearcC performance
Model 1 suiiests that the number of women contributni to publicaton is not related to
producton nor  impact. This is not aliined to the indinis of many studies in the literature
which ind a productvity iap in terms of publicatons when it comes to publicatons (Aiston
& Junig 2015; Busolt & Kuieleg 2009; Müller et al.g 2016). The percentaie of bibliometrically
deined seniors as well as the team size are the two primary variables that show a positve
and siiniicant efect for productvity (FAP) as well as for impact (PM) of the research iroup. 

FAP 1000 PM 1000

Predictirs Incidence Rate Ratis p Incidence Rate Ratis p

(Intercept) 1405.43 <0.001 17483.85 <0.001

Percent Women 0.99 0.103 1.00 0.725

Percent Seniors (bib) 1.04 <0.001 1.05 <0.001
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Percent No Bib. Contrib. 1.00 0.696 0.99 0.218

Team size 1.08 <0.001 1.06 <0.001

Years of research experience 1.14 0.433 0.71 0.118

Observatons 88 88

AIC 1825.362 2073.095

Midel 1: Infuence if wimen representatin within a team in research perfirmance (H1a) 

Model  2  examines  the efects  of  addini  informaton about  iender  balance on research
performance. Gender balance is hiihest where there is parityg but decreases when either
women or men are undererepresented. Results suiiest that iender balance within teams
has  no statstcally  siiniicant  efect  on  performance  (FAP  or  PM)g  all  other  actors  kept
constant. 

FAP 1000 PM 1000

Predictirs Incidence Rate Ratis p Incidence Rate Ratis p

(Intercept) 1391.68 <0.001 18400.86 <0.001

Percent Women 0.99 0.149 1.00 0.649

Gender Balance 1.00 0.941 1.00 0.750

Percent Seniors (bib) 1.04 <0.001 1.05 <0.001

Percent No Bib. Contrib. 1.00 0.690 0.99 0.205

Team size 1.08 <0.001 1.06 <0.001

Years of research experience 1.14 0.436 0.72 0.121

Observatons 88 88

AIC 1827.357 2075.010

Midel 2: Infuence if gender balance in research perfirmance (H1b)

The aim of this analysis is to examine the potental outcomes of iendered processes within
research teamsg as measured by the Gender Diversity Index.  The Gender Diversity Index
measures the extent to which both women and men can equally realise themselves within
research teams aloni seven aspects of diversity. Model 3 examines the potental outcomes
of  iendered  processes  as  measured  with  the  Gender  Diversity  Indexg  on  research
performance. The results are not statstcally siiniicant for neither FAP nor PM. 
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FAP 1000 PM 1000

Predictirs Incidence Rate Ratis p Incidence Rate Ratis p

(Intercept) 1239.09 <0.001 18152.08 <0.001

Gender Diversity Index 0.88 0.696 0.90 0.814

Percent Seniors (bib) 1.04 <0.001 1.05 <0.001

Percent No Bib. Contrib. 1.00 0.946 0.99 0.266

Team size 1.08 <0.001 1.06 <0.001

Years of research experience 1.13 0.477 0.73 0.141

Observatons 88 88

AIC 1827.744 2073.155

Midel 3: Infuence if Gender Diversity Index in research perfirmance (H1c)
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The  empirical  link  between  performance  and  (1)  women’s  representatong  (2)  iender
balance and (3) the outcomes of iendered processes within research teams has provided no
support for an efect of the iender compositon of teams or how iender inclusive they are
on  research  performance.  To  provide  a  fuller  account  of  the  relatonship  between  the
Gender Diversity Index and performanceg these relatonships can be examined in relaton to
– and not separately from – both iender balance and women’s representaton in research
teams. Model  4 provides no evidence that the iender compositon of  teams afects the
relatonship between iender diversity and research performance. 

FAP 1000 PM 1000

Predictirs Incidence Rate Ratis p Incidence Rate Ratis p

(Intercept) 1417.65 <0.001 17574.63 <0.001

Gender Diversity Index 1.10 0.829 0.87 0.801

Percent Women 0.99 0.147 1.00 0.629

Gender Balance 1.00 0.956 1.00 0.895

Percent Seniors (bib) 1.04 <0.001 1.05 <0.001

Percent No Bib. Contrib. 1.00 0.705 0.99 0.214

Team size 1.08 <0.001 1.06 <0.001

Years of research 
experience 1.14 0.450 0.72 0.138

Observatons 88 88

AIC 1829.310 2076.948

Midel 4: Impact if gender diversity in research perfirmance, cintrilled fir gender balance 
and wimen's representatin (H2)

The analysis above provides a lack of evidence to support a relatonship between the Gender
Diversity Indexg women’s representaton or iender balance and research performance as
deined by bibliometrics. Like all composite indicatorsg the Gender Diversity Index masks the
complexity of the phenomenon in that it condenses several variables into a sinile number
on the basis of a framework derived conceptually and veriied usini multvariate analysis. To
address this  issueg  the followini model  decomposes the Gender Diversity Index into the
seven pillars that are aiireiated to form the measure. Further decompositon into metrics
was atemptedg but results are not presented due to serious concerns over multecollinearity
as evidenced both by hiih correlatons within pillars (Humbert and Guentherg 2018) and hiih
VIFs valuesg sometmes welleabove the cuteof of 10. 

When the Gender Diversity Index is decomposed at the level of pillarsg the model provides
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evidence that the educaton score as well as the aie score tend to be siiniicant. A hiiher
score in the ‘educaton pillar’ (a more balanced iender representaton amoni PhD holders
and low atriton from nonePhD to PhD holders) is positvely associated with performance.
Additonallyg the ‘aie pillar’ (iender representaton in the iroup above averaie aie and low
atriton  between  the  iroup  below  averaie  and  the  iroup  above)  also  appears  to  be
neiatvely associated to impact. These results need to be looked at carefullyg at scores at the
pillar  level  are more sensitve to variatons in small  teams than the overall  score of  the
Gender  Diversity  Index.  Further  modellinig  if  possible  with larier  iroupsg  would provide
more reliable estmates. 

FAP 1000 PM 1000

Predictirs Incidence Rate Ratis p Incidence Rate
Ratis

p

(Intercept) 2428.81 <0.001 53313.87 <0.001

G
D

I p
ill

ar
s

Seniority score 1.36 0.241 1.58 0.162

Tenure score 0.69 0.099 0.65 0.137

Care Current score 1.29 0.299 1.47 0.205

Contract score 0.89 0.649 0.93 0.823

Educaton score 1.81 0.023 1.91 0.049

Marital score 0.79 0.433 0.58 0.150

Aie Av score 0.80 0.432 0.49 0.041

Percent Women 0.99 0.044 1.00 0.958

Gender Balance 1.00 0.935 1.00 0.802

Percent Seniors (bib) 1.04 <0.001 1.05 <0.001

Percent No Bib. Contrib. 1.00 0.808 0.99 0.115

Team size 1.07 <0.001 1.06 <0.001

Years of research experience 1.02 0.895 0.55 0.009

Observatons 88 88

AIC 1831.903 2076.419

Midel 4.1: Gender Diversity Index - Individual pillar scires 
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Model 5 examines the efect of team climate and workini climate in relaton to the Gender
Diversity  Index.  The  models  shows  a  positve  efect  of  team  climate  for  impact.  It  is
interestni to note that when controllini for team and workini climateg the efects of iender
balance becomes statstcally siiniicant. This illustrates the importance of climate for iender
balanced teams when it comes to producton and warrants further analyses. 

FAP 1000 PM 1000

Predictirs Incidence Rate Ratis p Incidence Rate Ratis p

(Intercept) 368.71 0.001 1316.20 0.001

Gender Diversity Index 0.64 0.257 0.89 0.825

Percent Women Bib 0.99 0.146 1.00 0.914

Gender Balance Bib 1.01 0.049 1.00 0.481

Percent Seniors (bib) 1.04 <0.001 1.05 <0.001

Percent No Bib. Contrib. 1.00 0.557 0.98 0.096

Team size 1.08 <0.001 1.07 <0.001

Years of research experience 1.21 0.320 0.68 0.103

Workini climate 1.63 0.097 1.08 0.837

Power disparity 0.83 0.857 3.50 0.319

Team climate 1.00 0.994 3.93 0.037

Leadership style 0.74 0.410 0.44 0.069

Gender stereotypes 1.04 0.894 0.94 0.855

Observatons 88 88

AIC 1834.289 2079.421

Midel 5: Infuence if gender diversity in research perfirmance, cintrilled by team culture 
and team climate (H3)
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Model  6  shows  no  statstcally  siiniicant  efects  for  variables  capturini  the  workini
conditons  of  the  team  members  on  performance.  furthermoreg  addini  these  control
variables showed no efects on the relatonship between the iender compositon of the
team and research performance. 

FAP 1000 PM 1000

Predictirs Incidence Rate Ratis p Incidence Rate Ratis p

(Intercept) 482.86 <0.001 5548.74 <0.001

Gender Diversity Index 0.75 0.470 0.79 0.640

Percent Women Bib 1.00 0.158 1.00 0.622

Gender Balance Bib 1.01 0.056 1.00 0.312

Percent Seniors (bib) 1.04 <0.001 1.05 <0.001

Percent No Bib. Contrib. 1.00 0.757 0.99 0.244

Team size 1.08 <0.001 1.07 <0.001

Years of research experience 1.37 0.150 0.80 0.426

Time dedicated to team 1.03 0.861 0.94 0.761

Time dedicated to 
publicatons/patents 1.15 0.254 1.27 0.116

Percent with Care Responsib. 0.99 0.322 1.00 0.988

Percent Temporary Contract 1.00 0.295 1.01 0.270

Observatons 88 88

AIC 1832.201 2080.009

Midel 6: Infuence if gender diversity in research perfirmance, cintrilled by wirking 
cinditins (H4)

Conclusion
Overallg the analysis suiiests that when the analysis is conducted at the team levelg there is
no evidence of a relatonship between iendererelated variables – women’s representatong
iender  balanceg  iender  stereotypes  or  iender  inclusivity  as  measured  by  the  Gender
Diversity  Index  –  and  research  performance.  Howeverg  there  are  a  number  of  serious
limitatons  to  this  analysis.  Firstg  the  usual  caveats  as  to  the  causal  nature  of  the
relatonships  explored  here  apply.  It  is  not  possible  to  establish  a  causal  relatonship
between  iender  diversity  within  research  teamsg  beyond  that  of  a  simple  associaton.
Secondg  it  should  be  noted  that  the  data  combines  two  very  diferent  sources:  data
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oriiinatni from a crossecountry survey and data obtained from bibliometric  dataminini.
This miiht be problematc for two reasons. Firstg it introduces a tme iapg with surveyebased
variable capturini a situaton at tme tg but atemptni to relate it to bibliometric data that
precedes this point in tme. This asynchronicity needs to be further explored throuih more
data  analysisg  and  where  possible  throuih  further  bibliometric  dataminini  to  capture
performance at tme t. Thirdg the models have been speciied to examine the relatonship
between  the  Gender  Diversity  Index  and  research  performanceg  while  considerini  how
controllini for other demoiraphic or structural factors miiht afect that relatonship. Further
work  is  needed  to  beter  understand  the  diferent  efects  that  takini  either  surveye  or
bibliometricebased indicators can have on the results. This is  partcularly important iiven
that results can difer siiniicantly dependini on whether the representaton of women and
men is taken from survey responses or bibliometric informaton. For exampleg bibliometric
informaton can show that a iiven team is made up of 10 women and 10 meng of which 8
women  and  2  men  responded  to  the  survey.  From  this  isg  it  is  easy  to  see  that  the
bibliometricebased estmate (50%) is  more accurate  than the surveyebased one (80%).  It
could  also  be that  respondents  have  a  diferent  iender  identty  than it  is  perceived  by
others. Howeverg a queston of interest – as of yet not answered – is whether the role of
team compositon should serve to ‘qualify’ the dependent variable (performance measures)
or serve to ‘qualify’ the Gender Diversity Indexg itself based on surveyedata. Further research
is required to shed liiht on this issue.
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ANNEX I – Chapter 3 

Model 4 e B

FAP 1000 PM 1000

Predictirs Incidence Rate Ratis p Incidence Rate Ratis p

(Intercept) 1605.23 <0.001 21643.61 <0.001

Gender Diversity Index 1.22 0.659 1.12 0.844

Perc Resp Women 0.99 0.161 1.00 0.898

Resp Gender Balance 1.00 0.742 1.00 0.643

Percent Seniors (bib) 1.04 <0.001 1.05 <0.001

Percent No Bib. Contrib. 1.00 0.794 0.99 0.271

Team size 1.08 <0.001 1.06 <0.001

Years of research 
experience 1.11 0.551 0.71 0.119

Observatons 88 88

AIC 1828.828 2076.790

Model 4 – C 
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FAP 1000 PM 1000

Predictirs Incidence Rate Ratis p Incidence Rate Ratis p

(Intercept) 1127.68 <0.001 15799.31 <0.001

Gender Diversity Index 0.71 0.389 0.77 0.606

Percent Women (bib) 1.00 0.176 1.00 0.607

Gender Balance (bib) 1.00 0.124 1.00 0.647

Percent Seniors (bib) 1.04 <0.001 1.05 <0.001

Percent No Bib. Contrib. 1.00 0.592 0.99 0.257

Team size 1.08 <0.001 1.07 <0.001

Years of research 
experience

1.17 0.365 0.73 0.159

Observatons 88 88

AIC 1828.519 2076.608

Model 4 D

FAP 1000 PM 1000

Predictirs Incidence Rate Ratis p Incidence Rate Ratis p

(Intercept) 1450.95 <0.001 18207.08 <0.001

Gender Diversity Index 0.76 0.452 0.76 0.541

Percent Women Senior (bib) 1.00 0.613 1.00 0.421

Gender Balance Senior
(bib) 1.00 0.172 1.00 0.365

Percent Seniors (bib) 1.03 <0.001 1.04 <0.001

Percent No Bib. Contrib. 1.00 0.734 0.99 0.241

Team size 1.07 <0.001 1.06 0.001

Years of research experience 1.14 0.437 0.76 0.199

Observatons 87 87

AIC 1812.047 2055.008
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Annex I – Team Contact Questonnaire 

GEDII Questionnaire Team CONTACT

Study ttle: GendereDiversityeImpact. Improvini Research and Innovaton 
throuih Gender Diversity (GEDII) htps://www.iedii.eu/ 

Fundini Orianisaton:  European Commissiong H2020g Grant Aireement Nr 665851.

Thank you very much for partcipatni in our survey. Its purpose is to understand basic team level 
characteristcs of research and eniineerini iroups workini in the public and the private sector. 
Fillini out this questonnaire will take about 5 minutes and will iive us some informaton on your 
team. 

In our emailg you will ind the link to the team member questonnaire and a team ID code. Please 
distribute the link and team ID code to all of your team members. 

1 Please enter your team ID code. [Filled in automatically by system]
________

2 To which sector is your team rather tied to?
[ ] Medical eniineerini 
[ ] Transport

3 In which type of organisation do you work? 
[ ] University
[ ] Public research centre
[ ] Private sector/ industry
[ ] Otherg please specify: __________________

4 How many employees does your organisation have?
[ ] Less than 50 
[ ] 50 e <250
[ ] 250 e <1000
[ ] 1000 or more 

5 How many women and men are working in your team?
We deine a team as a iroup of persons workini towards a shared ioal (e.i. a technical 
productg a research project). Each team member needs to have a formal orianisatonal 
role/relatonship and/or ofcial contract with your orianisaton (e.i. an employeeg a PhD 
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studentg etc).

_____ women _____ men

6 Please enter the names of you team members.
________________________________________________

_________________________________________________

7 Can you describe in 1-2 sentences what this team is working on?
________________________________________________
_________________________________________________

8 In which year was the current team leader ofcially appointed as team leader by your 
organisation? 

________

9  Does the team employ a particular formal working methodology as part of your research or 
problem solving  such as Agile methods, TRIZ, Design Thinking, …)?

 [ ] Yesg please specify: ____________________
 [ ] No
 [ ] I don't know 

10 Do team members have the opportunity to interact face to face?

[ ]   Most team members share the same physical locaton (labg ofceg buildini) in walkini 
distance to each other

[ ] Some team members are within walkini distanceg others are located further away
[ ] Most team members are workini in diferent locatons; faceetoeface meetnis require travel 

arraniements 

11 Does your organisation have a Gender Equality Plan?
The iender equality measure miiht be part of a wider diversity framework includini individual 
initatvesg orianizatonal setnis and others.
[ ] Yes
[ ] No 
[ ] I don't know 
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12 Does your research integrate a “gender dimension”? 
Examples of a iender dimension in research include conductni medical drui trials on both 
women and men to assess their efects on diferent types of subjects. An example for transport 
eniineerini is assessini the efects of an impact on preinant crash test dummies. 

[ ] Yesg please specify: _____________________
[ ] No [ ] I don't know 

13  Is your team involved in any Responsible Research & Innovation RII) activities? If so, which? 

Examples of RRI include the adapton of open access publicaton schemesg science educaton 
actvites or public eniaiement amoni others. 

    [ ]  Ethics 
[ ]  Gender Equality
[ ] Governance
[ ] Open Access
[ ] Public Eniaiement
[ ] Science Educaton 
[ ] I don't know
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Annex II – Team Member Questonnaire 

GEDII Questionnaire Team MEMBERS 

Study ttle: GendereDiversityeImpact. Improvini Research and Innovaton throuih Gender
Diversity (GEDII) htps://www.iedii.eu/ 

Fundini Orianisaton: European Commissiong H2020g Grant Aireement Nr 665851.

The  questonnaire  forms  part  of  a  country  level  survey  carried  out  simultaneously  in
Germanyg Lithuaniag Spaing Sweden and the UK. Its purpose is to understand basic team level
characteristcs of research and eniineerini iroups workini in the public and the private
sector.  We  kindly  invite  you  to  ill  out  this  questonnaire  which  will  take  about  10-15
minutes.

Your data will not be stored in any way containini direct references to your orianisatong
team or person. Upon completon of the surveyg the resultni dataset will be downloaded
and then deleted from the Unipark servers. Unipark is the academic branch of  Questback
dedicated to research surveys; servers are located in Germany complyini with German data
protecton leiislaton and internatonal certicaton (ISO 27001g ISO 20000). 
You can exercise your riihts of accessinig modifyinig opposinig and cancellini your data by
contactni us throuih our webpaie (www.iedii.eu).

These riihts are protected by the Spanish Orianic Law 15/1999 on Personal Data Protecton
and EU leiislaton. 
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Section A Getting started

1 Please enter your team ID code.
_____

2 Which is your highest level of education? 
[ ] Secondary educaton
[ ] Bachelor  
[ ] Master or equivalent postiraduate qualiicaton
[ ] Doctorate or hiiher
[ ] Otherg please specify: ______________________

3 In which discipline did you obtain your highest qualifcation?
[ ] Chemistryg Physics & Eniineerini
[ ] Life Science & Medical Science
[ ] Socioloiyg Economics & Politcal Science
[ ] Computer Science & Mathematcs
[ ] Psycholoiy & Educaton
[ ] Airiculture & Food Science
[ ] Bioloiyg Environmental Science & Geoiraphy
[ ] Humanites
[ ] Otherg please specify: ______________________

4 I was born in  year)
_____

5 I am: 
[ ] A woman [ ] A man [ ] Other

5a (Filter If cCecked “OtCer”): One aim of this study is to construct a iender diversity 
index which operates with a binary iender variableg despite other identtes inebetween. If 
you prefer not to identfy with either woman or mang some sectons of this questonnaire 
can't be used. Howeverg we encouraie you to respond to all items in any caseg contributni 
to the overall picture of your team. 

[ ] I would tend to identfy as a woman
[ ] I would tend to identfy as a man
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[ ] Neither 
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Section B – You and your team

[Anonymous] If you are unsure reiardini the team this questonnaire refers tog please iet in 
touch with the person from your orianizaton who forwarded you our email (containini the 
URL to this survey). 
[Personalized] If you are unclear to which team you beloni for this questonnaireg please 
consult with our team contact persong #u_t_team_contact#.

6 How much of your work time do you dedicate to your team? 
[ ] < 20% 
[ ] 20 e 39%
[ ] 40 e 59%
[ ] 60 e 79%
[ ] 80 e 100%

7 In which year did you join your team?
_____

8 Which of the following best describes your primary, current role in the team? 
[ ] MA Student 
[ ] PhD Student 
[ ] Research or lab assistant / technician
[ ] Postdoc / Junior researcher
[ ] Senior researcher
[ ] Team leader
[ ] Otherg please specify: _______________________________

9 How ofen and by which means do you normally communicate with your team 
colleagues?

Never Once per 
month or less

Once per 
week or less

A few tmes 
per week

Once per day 
or more

Formal project team meetnis with the 
majority of team members

Memos or writen reports of any kind

Makini an appointment with one or several 
team member(s)

Telephoneg skype callsg chatsg email
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Informal or unplanned discussion (e.i. just 
stoppini byg in the hallg over cofee)

10 To which extent do you think that you can infuence your team members? 
Stronily 
disairee 

Disairee Undecided Airee Stronily 
airee

I have preferental positon in my team and I can easily 
infuence the other team members

I have the resources and power to infuence the actons 
of the other team members

I have more power within my team compared to the 
other team members. 

11 How would you characterise the working climate within your team? 
. Stronily 

disairee 
Disairee Undecided Airee Stronily 

airee

I am clear about what my team's objectves are

I am in aireement with the team's objectves

The team's objectves are clearly understood by other 
members of the team

The team's objectves can actually be achieved 

The team's objectves are worthwhile to the orianisaton

We keep each other informed about workerelated issues 
in the team

There are real atempts to share informaton throuihout 
the team

We have a 'we are in it toiether' attude 

We are prepared to queston the basis of what the team 
is doini

We critcally appraise potental weaknesses in what we 
are doini in order to achieve the best possible outcome

We build on each other's ideas in order to achieve the 
best possible outcome 

We are always searchini for freshg new ways of lookini at
problems
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We take the tme needed to develop new ideas

We coeoperate in order to help each other and apply new
ideas

12 Filter (from querton 15): If you are not tCe team leader: Please assess your team 
leaders’ leadership style. 

Stronily 
disairee 

Disairee Undecided Airee Stronily 
airee

She/he develops ways of motvatni us

I feel proud to work with her/him

I have trust in her/his ability to overcome any obstacle

She/he is concerned with trainini those who need it 

She/he iives advice to those who need it

She/he iets us to rely on reasonini and evidence to solve 
problems

She/he promotes the use of intelliience to overcome 
obstacles 

She/he presents thinis throuih an approach that 
stmulates me

She/he has realistc expectatons on the outcome of my 
work

She/he has realistc expectatons on the tme schedule I 
need for my work  

She/he actvely fosters trustg involvement and 
cooperaton amoni team members

13 How would you characterise the working climate at your wider working 
environment? 

Stronily 
disairee 

Disairee Undecided Airee Stronily 
airee

Senior employees respect junior male and female 
employees equally
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In meetnisg people pay just as much atenton when 
women speak as when men speak

Alleiatons of iender based and sexual harassment are 
taken seriously by manaiement

In this orianisatong I would feel comfortable to raise 
issues about the treatment of women or men

14  Is there any senior member within your team whom you currently regard as a mentor
—someone who gives advice and counsel on career issues and/or sponsors or advocates 
for you?

[ ] Yes 
[ ] No

14a (Filter from querton 14) My mentor is 
[ ] A man [ ] A women

14b Filter (from querton 14). Please indicate the level of mentoring you currently 
receive by your mentor  check all that apply).

[ ] Serves as a role model
[ ] Gives advice on my research directons
[ ] Introduces me to his/her professional networks
[ ] Advises about preparaton for advancement (e.i. promotong 

leadership positon)
[ ] Informs me about laboratory / insttute / orianisatonal politcs
[ ] Helps to obtain resources (fundinig irantsg etc.) that I need 
[ ] Acts as an advocate for me
[ ] Provides advice on workelife balance
[ ] Otherg please specify

Section C – Professional situation and career

15 What type of contract do you have? 
[ ] Temporary / casual
[ ] Permanent / tenured 

16 How many hours a week are you contracted for? 
[ ]  Less than 20 hours/ week 
[ ] 20 up to 35 hours/week
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[ ] More than 35 hours 

17 How many hours do you actually work per week in this job? 
[ ] As many hours as I am contracted for
[ ] 1e5 hours more than I am contracted for
[ ] 6e10 hours more than I am contracted for
[ ] 11 hours or more than I am contracted for

18 How many years of experience do you have in your research area  including PhD 
years if  applicable)? 

[ ] 2 years or less
[ ] 3e5 years
[ ] 6e9 years
[ ] 10e19 years 
[ ] 20e29 years 
[ ] 30 years or more

19 How much external funding have you raised as lead researcher since  1st January 
2013 for your institution or your person?

For projects involvini several orianizatonsg you need to be the lead researcher for 
your insttuton but not necessarily of the overall project. 

[ ] none
[ ] less than 9999 EUR/ GBP / SEK 
[ ] 10 000 – 24 999 EUR / GBP / SEK
[ ] 25 000 e 49 999 Euro / GBP /  SEK
[ ] 50 000 to e99 999 Euro /  GBP /  SEK
[ ] 100 000 – 499 999 Euro /  GBP /  SEK
[ ] more than 500 000 Euro / GBP / SEK

20 How much of your weekly working time can you spend on average on activities 
that are geared towards publications and patents? 

[ ] Publicatons/ patents are typically not part of my work 
[ ] < 20% 

[ ] 20 e 39%
[ ] 40 e 59%
[ ] 60 e 79%
[ ] 80 e 100%
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21 Are you an editor to scientifc journals that have an impact factor? If yes, to how many?
[ ] Yesg I am an editor to ___ scientic journal(s)
[ ] No 

22 Are you a member of a management board of a professional or scientifc 
association 

in your feld? If yes, of how many?
[ ] Yesg I am member to ___ boards
[ ] No

23 Did you engage in any of the following dissemination and knowledge transfer 
activities during the past year? Check all that apply. 

[ ] Workshops and disseminaton events for academic audiences
[ ] Workshops and disseminaton events for noneacademic audiences 

(e.i. schoolsg teachers)
[ ] Popular press (Radiog TVg Newspapers or Maiazines) 
[ ] Social media includini blois for my professional work (on a reiular

basis)
[ ] Science cafésg science festvalsg reseachers' niihts

[ ] Otherg please specify
[ ] None of the above  

24 Have you “published” under open access schemes? 
[ ] Yesg sofware under Open Source licenses
[ ] Yesg data under open access
[ ] Yesg scientic artcles under open access
[ ] Otherg please specify
[ ] None of the above

25 Do you involve citizens in the discussion of the implications of your research?
[ ] On a reiular basis
[ ] Occasionally
[ ] Never 

Section D Personal information  

26 Do you consider yourself to be a member of a minority ethnic group?
[ ] Yes    [ ] No
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27 Do you consider yourself to have a disability or chronic illness?
[ ] Yes    [ ] No

28 Do you live with a partner  marriage, cohabitation, civil partnership, etc)? 
[ ]  Yes    [ ]  No

29 Please share with us your opinion on the following statements. 
Stronily 
disairee 

Disairee Undecided Airee Stronily 
airee

Women and men have their respectve streniths in 
diferent areas

Women and men ienerally have diferent ways of 
contributni to a team task

Women and men ienerally have diferent 
communicaton styles

Many of the widespread ideas about how women 
and men difer are accurate

30 Do you have/ have had care responsibilities for children under 16 years of age or 
for dependent adults? Select all that apply.

[ ] Yesg I currently have care responsibilites for children under 16 years
[ ] Yesg I had care responsibilites in the past for children under 16 years 

but not anymore
[ ] Yesg I currently care for dependent adults
[ ] Yesg I had care responsibilites in the past for dependent adults but 

not anymore
[ ] No I have never had any care responsibilites

30a Filter (from querton 30): If you Cave/ Cave Cad care rerponribiliter: To which 
extent do/did these care responsibilities afect your work? 

[ ] Not at all 
[ ] To some extent
[ ] To a larie extent 
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30b Filter (from querton 30a): If your care rerponribiliter afect/ afected your work : 
In which way do/did your care responsibilities afect your work? Select all that apply. 

[ ] More than 6 months of interrupton of my professional career 
(excludini                 maternity/paternity/parental leave) 

[ ] Less than 6 months of interrupton of my professional career 
(excludini                 maternity/paternity/parental leave)

[ ] I reduced my workini hours sliihtly
[ ] I reduced my workini hours siiniicantly
[ ] My work schedules iot much more fraimented
[ ] Partcipaton in travel related businesses (such as coniresses) dropped
[ ] The amount of my scientic papers/ patents dropped
[ ] I quit my job
[ ] Otherg please specify ____
[ ] None of the above

31 How many peer reviewed articles have you published since 1st January 2013? 
[ ] 0
[ ] 1e4
[ ] 5e9
[ ] 10 e 19
[ ] 20 – 39
[ ] 40 or more

32 On how many European patents have you been named as an inventor since 1st 
January 2013  including pending accepted applications)?

[ ] 0
[ ] 1e4
[ ] 5e9
[ ] 10 e 19
[ ] 20 – 39
[ ] 40 or more
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Annex III – Overview of Recruitment Eforts 1st Wave

Table 8: Recruitment efirts Germany

Germany
Public Sector / Academia
Action Time frame 2017 Invitations to

survey
Response success

 participation)
Author lists for 
Transport and 
 Bio-) Medical 
Engineering

Address and team 
veriicaton

January e June 70
(Transportaton10)

4

Mass e-mail to all 
identifed authors 
in WoS fle 

Preparaton and 
send out

June 1347 (BioMed)
480

(Transportaton)

4

Further look up of 
relevant 
departments in 
Universities

Online team and 
address research 
and send out

May 50 No partcipaton

Personal alumni 
contacts

Address research 
and send out

April to July 5 1

Private sector / Companies
Action Time frame Invitation to 

survey
Response success 
 participation)

List of companies 
with patent 
applications - 
contact via 
partner VDE

Providini list by 
HFUg send out by 
VDE

January 22 No partcipaton

Via contact e-mail 
lists VDE

Preparaton of 
contact mail and 
send out

March to June 30 No partcipaton

Looking up of 
responsible 
persons for 
gender diversity, 
contacts via VDE

Address 
veriicaton and 
send out

July to September 15 No partcipaton

Personal alumni 
contacts

Address research 
and send out

April to July 6 4

10Medical Eniineerini directly via masseemail due to experience with very poor response success in
ield of Transportaton in combinaton with too larie amount of address data in Germany.
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Table 9: Recruitment efirts Spain

Spain
Public Sector / Academia
Action Time frame 2017 Invitations to

survey
Response
success

 participation)
Verifed team leader 
lists for Transport and 
 Bio-) Medical 
Engineering

Address and team 
veriicaton JanuaryeMarch 283 (Biomed)

258 (Transport) 40 

Mass e-mail to all 
identifed authors from 
WoS 

Preparaton and 
send out e e

Further look up of 
relevant departments 
in Universities

Online team and 
address research 
and send out

JanuaryeMarch (see above) (see above)

Personal recruitment 
/networks HR and iender 

equality ofcers of 
research centers 
and universites

April – Auiust 50 24

Private sector / Companies
Action Time frame Invitation to 

survey
Response 
success 
 participation)

List of companies with 
patent applications

Providini list by 
HFU January 50 (Biomed)

28 (Transport)
10

Looking up of 
responsible persons for 
gender diversity

Address veriicaton
and send out e 

Personal contacts Telephone follow 
up 

May – Auiust (see above) (see above)
Other

In Spaing the partcipaton of one entre research insttute with 17 iroups was achieved. The
survey  was  distributed  to  research  iroups  throuih  a  collaboratve  aireement  with  the
Human  Resource  department  and  Diversity  Manaier  within  the  framework  of  a  more
extensive  questonnaire.  The  oriiinal  GEDII  questonnaire  was  extended  with  several
additonal questons while preservini all oriiinal items used in the crossecountry survey. 
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Table 10: Recruitment efirts UU

UK
Public Sector / Academia
Action Time frame

2017
Invitations to

survey
Response success

 participation)
Verifed team leader lists
for Transport and  Bio-) 
Medical Engineering

Address and 
team 
veriicaton

January – June 75 Teams 
(27 TPg 38 BM)

1 Team

Mass e-mail to all 
identifed authors in the 
lists 

Preparaton 
and send out

May/June 4 771 authors
(1073 TPg 
3368 BM)

3 Teams

Equality ofcers and 
ATHENA SWAN contacts 
at Universities

Online team 
and address 
research and 
send out

May e Auiust 14 universites 1 Team

Other Recruitment 
at 
conferencesg 
events and 
personal 
contacts

May e Auiust e 3 Teams

Private sector / Companies
Action Time frame Invitation to 

survey
Response success 
 participation)

List of companies with 
patent applications 

Contacts from 
WISE network

April e Auiust 5 companies 
(4 TPg 1 BM)

none

Address and 
team 
veriicaton

February – 
Auiust

59 companies
(44 TPg 15 BM)

none
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Table 11: Recruitment efirts Lithuania

Lithuania
Public Sector / Academia
Action Time frame 2017 Invitations to

survey
Response success

 participation)
Author lists for 
Transport and 
 Bio-) Medical 
Engineering

Address and team 
veriicaton

January e June 27 teams 
(11 TPg 16 BM)

6

Mass e-mail to 
all identifed 
authors in the 
lists 

Preparaton and 
send out

June/July 635 authors 1

Private sector / Companies
Action Time frame Invitation to 

survey
Response success 
 participation)

List of 
companies 
with patent 

Providini list by 
HFU

no Lithuanian 
company in the list

e e

Companies 
without patent

Research key 
companies and 
contact them

February e Auiust 12 companies 1
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Table 12: Recruitment efirts Sweden

Sweden
Public Sector / Academia
Action Time frame 2017 Invitations to

survey
Response success

 participation)
Author lists for 
Transport and 
 Bio-) Medical 
Engineering

Address and team 
veriicaton

May to October 98 0

Mass e-mail to all 
identifed authors 
in the lists 

Preparaton and 
send out

May to October 1500 30

Further look up of 
relevant 
departments in 
Universities

Online team and 
address research 
and send out

n.a n.a n.a

Personal alumni 
contacts

Address research 
and send out

n.a n.a n.a

Private sector / Companies
Action Time frame

2017
Invitation to 
survey

Response success 
 participation)

List of companies 
with patent 
applications

Providini list by 
HFU

May to October 20 1

Looking up of 
responsible 
persons for 
gender diversity

Address 
veriicaton and 
send out

May to October n.a. 0

Personal alumni 
contacts

Address research 
and send out

n.a n.a n.a

Other
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Annex IV – Example Bibliometric Performance Proile 
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Annex V – Descriptve Statstcs of Survey Results
Sandra Klat, Wiebke Kronrbein

Three  diferent  questonnaires  have  been  created  within  the  survey:  a  team  contact
questonnaireg a “personalized, survey for team members and an “anonymous, survey for
team members (see methodoloiy for details). 

Team contact Personalized Anonymous Anonymous 211 Total12

Total Sample 159 1686 1430 176 3292

Reached Entry 
Page

128 1241 230 86 1557

Complete 
 code 31, 32, 33, 
34)

128 1123 170 64
1357

Not fnished
 code 22)

e 118 60 22 200

Table 13: Field statstcs retrieved frim Unipark

The total sample of recruited teams is 159 iroups summini a total of 3292 team members.
This  pool  comprises all  team members whose iroup leader  aireed to partcipate  in our
surveyg facilitatni the respectve member names. Invitaton emails were send to all 3292
individuals out of which 1557 visited at least the entry paie of the survey. A total of 1357
team  members  completed  the  surveyg  yieldini  an  overall  response  rate  of  47.3%.
Noteworthy  is  the  diference  in  inital  responses  between  the  “personalized,  vs
“anonymous, survey format: whereas the response rate – in terms of visitni at least the
entry paie of the survey – for the “personalized, version is rouihly 73%g the response rate
for the anonymous is rather low at 20%. Most respondents dropped out at the early staie of
questonnaire: about a third dropped out on the introducton paieg another third on the irst
two paies (“ietni started,g “you and your team,) of the survey. 

The survey was available online from March 2017 untl 31st of January 2018. 

The followini descriptve statstcs present tables for the variables of the questonnaires. 

11Numbers refer to members of research iroups onlyg excludini administratve staf. 
12Excludini Team contact column. 
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Rerponrer per -ountry x Gender (v_7R)
Countries of the irst wave Germanyg UKg Lithuaniag Spain and Sweden have responses as 
follows. Gender has been recodiied. 

Ciuntry
5. I am (gender)

Total

A woman A man Other

Germany 40
48.2 %

43
51.8 %

0
0 %

83
100 %

UK 41
56.2 %

32
43.8 %

0
0 %

73
100 %

Lithuania 8
30.8 %

18
69.2 %

0
0 %

26
100 %

Spain 184
35.9 %

329
64.1 %

0
0 %

513
100 %

Sweden 138
48.9 %

144
51.1 %

0
0 %

282
100 %
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Spain had the most responses (513)g followed by Sweden (282). To extent the number of
responsesg the survey was extended in a second wave to further countries:

Ciuntry
5. I am (gender)

Total

A woman A man Other

Austria
1

100 %
0

0 %
0

0 %
1

100 %

Beliium 11
55 %

9
45 %

0
0 %

20
100 %

Czech Republic 0
0 %

2
100 %

0
0 %

2
100 %

Denmark 17
45.9 %

20
54.1 %

0
0 %

37
100 %

Finland 4
66.7 %

2
33.3 %

0
0 %

6
100 %

France 5
38.5 %

8
61.5 %

0
0 %

13
100 %

Italy 23
34.3 %

44
65.7 %

0
0 %

67
100 %

Netherlands 38
42.2 %

52
57.8 %

0
0 %

90
100 %

Norway 27
77.1 %

8
22.9 %

0
0 %

35
100 %

Poland
6

75 %
2

25 %
0

0 %
8

100 %

Portuial
4

18.2 %
18

81.8 %
0

0 %
22

100 %

Switzerland 30
38.5 %

48
61.5 %

0
0 %

78
100 %
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The Netherlands (90)g Switzerland (78) and Italy (67) obtained the most responses in the
second wave. In contrastg the total numbers per country show that the distributon of the
survey  was  not  very  successful  in  the  Austriag  Czech  Republicg  Finland  and  Poland.  The
followini iiure illustrates the distributon of responses by country.

Figure 2: Respinses by ciuntry GEDII survey
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Team Member Questonnaire

HigCert level of educaton (v_4R)

2. Which is your highest level of education?

value N raw
%

valid
%

cumulatve
%

Secondary educaton 10 0.74 0.74 0.74

Bachelor 79 5.82 5.82 6.56

Master or equivalent postiraduate qualiicaton 541 39.87 39.87 46.43

Doctorate or hiiher 727 53.57 53.57 100.00

Otherg please specify:  0 0.00 0.00 100.00

missini 0 0.00

tital N=1357 · valid N=1357 · x=̄3.46 · σ=0.64

Dircipline of CigCert qualifcaton (v_5R)
The survey tarieted researchers in the ields of  medical  eniineerini and transportaton.
Consequentlyg 44% of the respondents iained their hiihest qualiicaton in the discipline of
chemistryg physics and eniineerinig followed by 26% in life science and medical science.
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3. In which discipline did you obtain your highest qualifcation?

value N raw % valid % cumulatve %

Chemistryg Physics & Eniineerini 596 43.92 44.02 44.02

Life Science & Medical Science 348 25.64 25.70 69.72

Socioloiyg Economics & Politcal Science 110 8.11 8.12 77.84

Computer Science & Mathematcs 122 8.99 9.01 86.85

Psycholoiy & Educaton 52 3.83 3.84 90.69

Airiculture & Food Science 7 0.52 0.52 91.21

Bioloiyg Environmental Science & Geoiraphy 101 7.44 7.46 98.67

Humanites 18 1.33 1.33 100.00

missini 3 0.22

tital N=1357 · valid N=1354 · x=̄2.41 · σ=1.87

 ge (v_6)
The mean (averaie) aie of the partcipants is 38 yearsg the median is 36 years. The majority 
of the survey partcipants is between 25e33 years oldg which refects the aie of a typical PhD 
student.

Figure 3: Age distributin team members
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##    Min. 1st Qu.  Median    Mean 3rd Qu.    Max.    NA's 

##   23.00   30.00   36.00       38.05   44.00    93.00       2

Gender (v_7)
Gender distributon of respondents is sliihtly hiiher for man (57%) than for women (42%). 
Howeverg the overall partcipaton of women and men was relatvely balanced. 

5. I am  gender)

value N raw % valid % cumulatve %

A woman 574 42.30 42.30 42.30

A man 778 57.33 57.33 99.63

Other 5 0.37 0.37 100.00

missini 0 0.00

tital N=1357 · valid N=1357 · x=̄1.58 · σ=0.50

Gender (v_7R e recodifed)

5. I am  gender)

value N raw
%

valid
%

cumulatve
%

A woman 577 42.52 42.55 42.55

A man 779 57.41 57.45 100.00

Other 0 0.00 0.00 100.00

missini 1 0.07

tital N=1357 · valid N=1356 · x=̄1.57 · σ=0.49

Gender and highest educatin level (v_4R x v_7R)
The shares of women and men are more or less equally distributed between the diferent
educaton levels. 
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2. Which is yiur highest level if
educatin?

5. I am (gender)
Total

A woman A man Other

Secondary educaton 5
0.9 %

5
0.6 %

0
0 %

10
0.7 %

Bachelor 43
7.5 %

36
4.6 %

0
0 %

79
5.8 %

Master or equivalent postiraduate 
qualiicaton

226
39.2 %

314
40.3 %

0
0 %

540
39.8 %

Doctorate or hiiher
303

52.5 %
424

54.4 %
0

0 %
727

53.6 %

Otherg please specify:  0
0 %

0
0 %

0
0 %

0
0 %

Total 577
100 %

779
100 %

0
100 %

1356
100 %

χ2=5.122 · df=3 · Cramer’s V=0.061 · Fisher’s p=0.165
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Team tenure (v_11)
Team tenure was calculated based upon the queston:  “In  which year did you join your
team?, As can be seen from the distributon shown belowg short term membership up to 3e4
years are the most frequent optong which larier membership paterns becomini more and
more rare.  The mean team tenure is 6.651 yearsg the median value is 4 years.

Summary statstcs:

##    Min. 1st Qu.  Median    Mean   3rd Qu.    Max.    NA's 

## 0.000   3.000     4.000      6.651      9.000     38.000    20
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Dedicaton to team (v_10)

6. How much of your work time do you dedicate to your team?

value N raw % valid % cumulatve %

< 20% 242 17.83 17.99 17.99

20 e 39% 316 23.29 23.49 41.49

40 e 59% 272 20.04 20.22 61.71

60 e 79% 189 13.93 14.05 75.76

80 e 100% 326 24.02 24.24 100.00

missini 12 0.88

tital N=1357 · valid N=1345 · x=̄3.03 · σ=1.44
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Dedicatin ti team and gender (v_10 x v_7R)

6. Hiw much if
yiur wirk tme
di yiu dedicate
ti yiur team?

5. I am (gender)

Total

A woman A man Other

< 20%

111
45.9 %
19.4 %
8.3 %

131
54.1 %
16.9 %
9.7 %

0
0 %
0 %
0 %

242
100 %
18 %
18 %

20 e 39%

139
44 %

24.3 %
10.3 %

177
56 %

22.9 %
13.2 %

0
0 %
0 %
0 %

316
100 %
23.5 %
23.5 %

40 e 59%

106
39 %

18.6 %
7.9 %

166
61 %

21.5 %
12.4 %

0
0 %
0 %
0 %

272
100 %
20.2 %
20.3 %

60 e 79%

77
40.7 %
13.5 %
5.7 %

112
59.3 %
14.5 %
8.3 %

0
0 %
0 %
0 %

189
100 %
14.1 %
14 %

80 e 100%

138
42.5 %
24.2 %
10.3 %

187
57.5 %
24.2 %
13.9 %

0
0 %
0 %
0 %

325
100 %
24.2 %
24.2 %

Total

571
42.5 %
100 %
42.5 %

773
57.5 %
100 %
57.5 %

0
0 %

100 %
0 %

1344
100 %
100 %
100 %

χ2=3.035 · df=4 · Cramer’s V=0.048 · p=0.552
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Overallg men on averaie can dedicate more tme to their team than women. 

Figure 5: Wirking tme dedicated ti team by gender

-urrent role (v_12R)
The majority (34%) of the survey partcipants are currently in the positon of a PhD student
within their teamg followed by 21% of senior researchers and 19% of post docs or junior
researchers.
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8. Which of the following best describes your primary, current role in the team?

value N raw % valid % cumulatve %

MA Student 32 2.36 2.38 2.38

PhD Student 451 33.24 33.58 35.96

Research or lab assistant / technician 162 11.94 12.06 48.03

Postdoc / Junior researcher 254 18.72 18.91 66.94

Senior researcher 284 20.93 21.15 88.09

Team leader 160 11.79 11.91 100.00

Otherg please specify:  0 0.00 0.00 100.00

missini 14 1.03

tital N=1357 · valid N=1343 · x=̄3.59 · σ=1.48

Current rile and gender (v_12R x v_7R)
The role in their team is approximately equally distributed amoni women and men; women 
have a hiiher share in the functon of a research/ lab assistant.

8. Which if the filliwing best  describes yiur  primary,
current rile in the team?

5. I am (gender)
Total

A woman A man
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MA Student 14
2.5 %

18
2.3 %

32
2.4 %

PhD Student 178
31.3 %

273
35.3 %

451
33.6 %

Research or lab assistant / technician
93

16.3 %
69

8.9 %
162

12.1 %

Postdoc / Junior researcher
112

19.7 %
142

18.4 %
254

18.9 %

Senior researcher 112
19.7 %

171
22.1 %

283
21.1 %

Team leader 60
10.5 %

100
12.9 %

160
11.9 %

Total 569
100 %

773
100 %

1342
100 %

χ2=19.347 · df=5 · Cramer’s V=0.120 · p=0.002
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-ommunicaton witC your team (v_13 to v_17)
The followini iiure shows that the communicaton of the research teams is dominated by
informal  or  unplanned  discussions  (v_17).  Most  teams  talk  to  their  team  members
spontaneously and informally once a day or at least a few tmes a week. Formal project
meetnis with the majority of the team or appointments with several team members are
typically scheduled not more than once per week or even once per month. The followini
iraphic provides an overview of all item: 
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Firmal priject team meetngs (v_13)

Formal project team meetings with the majority of team members
value N raw % valid % cumulatve %

Never 66 4.86 4.92 4.92

Once per month or less 568 41.86 42.36 47.28

Once per week or less 533 39.28 39.75 87.02

A few tmes per week 139 10.24 10.37 97.39

Once per day or more 35 2.58 2.61 100.00

missini 16 1.18

tital N=1357 · valid N=1341 · x=̄2.63 · σ=0.83

Memis ir writen repirts (v_14)

Memos or writen reports of any kind
value N raw % valid % cumulatve %

Never 194 14.30 14.69 14.69

Once per month or less 622 45.84 47.09 61.77

Once per week or less 306 22.55 23.16 84.94

A few tmes per week 165 12.16 12.49 97.43

Once per day or more 34 2.51 2.57 100.00

missini 36 2.65

tital N=1357 · valid N=1321 · x=̄2.41 · σ=0.97
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Making appiintments with ine ir several team member(s) (v_15)

Making an appointment with one or several team member s)

value N raw
%

valid
%

cumulatve
%

Never 34 2.51 2.56 2.56

Once per month or less 321 23.66 24.15 26.71

Once per week or less 487 35.89 36.64 63.36

A few tmes per week 399 29.40 30.02 93.38

Once per day or more 88 6.48 6.62 100.00

missini 28 2.06

tital N=1357 · valid N=1329 · x=̄3.14 · σ=0.94

Telephine, skype calls, chats, email (v_16)

Telephone, skype calls, chats, email

value N raw
%

valid
%

cumulatve
%

Never 41 3.02 3.06 3.06

Once per month or less 158 11.64 11.79 14.85

Once per week or less 244 17.98 18.21 33.06

A few tmes per week 493 36.33 36.79 69.85

Once per day or more 404 29.77 30.15 100.00

missini 17 1.25

tital N=1357 · valid N=1340 · x=̄3.79 · σ=1.09
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Infirmal ir unplanned discussiin (e.g. just stipping by, in the hall, iver cifee) (v17)

Informal or unplanned discussion  e.g. just stopping by, in the hall, over cofee
value N raw % valid % cumulatve %

Never 39 2.87 2.91 2.91

Once per month or less 101 7.44 7.53 10.43

Once per week or less 183 13.49 13.64 24.07

A few tmes per week 433 31.91 32.27 56.33

Once per day or more 586 43.18 43.67 100.00

missini 15 1.11

tital N=1357 · valid N=1342 · x=̄4.06 · σ=1.06
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Influence on otCer team memberr (v_143, v_144, v_145)

Figure 7: Piwer disparity
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Preferental pisitin (v_143)

I have preferential position in my team and I can easily infuence the other team members
value N raw % valid % cumulatve %

Stronily disairee 104 7.66 7.72 7.72

Disairee 334 24.61 24.80 32.52

Undecided 385 28.37 28.58 61.10

Airee 412 30.36 30.59 91.69

Stronily airee 112 8.25 8.31 100.00

missini 10 0.74

tital N=1357 · valid N=1347 · x=̄3.07 · σ=1.09

Resiurces and piwer ti infuence the team (v_144)

I have the resources and power to infuence the actions of the other team members
value N raw % valid % cumulatve %

Stronily disairee 119 8.77 8.87 8.87

Disairee 334 24.61 24.91 33.78

Undecided 386 28.45 28.78 62.57

Airee 420 30.95 31.32 93.89

Stronily airee 82 6.04 6.11 100.00

missini 16 1.18

tital N=1357 · valid N=1341 · x=̄3.01 · σ=1.08
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Mire piwer within the team (v_145)

I have more power within my team compared to the other team members.
value N raw % valid % cumulatve %

Stronily disairee 224 16.51 16.73 16.73

Disairee 467 34.41 34.88 51.61

Undecided 332 24.47 24.79 76.40

Airee 228 16.80 17.03 93.43

Stronily airee 88 6.48 6.57 100.00

missini 18 1.33

tital N=1357 · valid N=1339 · x=̄2.62 · σ=1.14
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Preferental pisitin and gender (v_143 x v_7R)

5. I am (gender)

I have preferental pisitin in my team and I can easily
infuence the ither team members

Total

Stronily
disairee Disairee Undecided Airee Stronily airee

A woman 57
9.9 %

157
27.4 %

174
30.3 %

148
25.8 %

38
6.6 %

574
100 %

A man 47
6.1 %

177
22.9 %

210
27.2 %

264
34.2 %

74
9.6 %

772
100 %

Total 104
7.7 %

334
24.8 %

384
28.5 %

412
30.6 %

112
8.3 %

1346
100 %

χ2=21.096 · df=4 · Cramer’s V=0.125 · p=0.000

Resiurces and piwer ti infuence the team and gender (v_144 x v_7R)

5. I am (gender)

I have the resiurces and piwer ti infuence the
actins if the ither team members

Total
Stronily
disairee Disairee Undecided Airee Stronily airee

A woman 57
10 %

146
25.6 %

170
29.8 %

171
30 %

26
4.6 %

570
100 %

A man 62
8.1 %

188
24.4 %

216
28.1 %

248
32.2 %

56
7.3 %

770
100 %

Total 119
8.9 %

334
24.9 %

386
28.8 %

419
31.3 %

82
6.1 %

1340
100 %

χ2=6.391 · df=4 · Cramer’s V=0.069 · p=0.172
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Mire piwer within the team and gender (v_145 x v_7R)

5. I am
(gender)

I have mire piwer within my team
 cimpared ti the  ither team members.

Total
Stronily
disairee Disairee Undecided Airee Stronily airee

A woman
114
20 %

209
36.6 %

136
23.8 %

81
14.2 %

31
5.4 %

571
100 %

A man
110

14.3 %
257

33.5 %
196

25.6 %
147

19.2 %
57

7.4 %
767

100 %

Total 224
16.7 %

466
34.8 %

332
24.8 %

228
17 %

88
6.6 %

1338
100 %

χ2=14.240 · df=4 · Cramer’s V=0.103 · p=0.007
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Team climate (v_151 to v_164)

Figure 8: Team climate questin items
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Clear abiut team´s ibjectves (v_151)

I am clear about what my team’s objectives are

value N
raw
%

valid
%

cumulatve
%

Stronily 
disairee 10 0.74 0.74 0.74

Disairee 69 5.08 5.10 5.84

Undecided 115 8.47 8.51 14.35

Airee 819 60.35 60.58 74.93

Stronily airee 339 24.98 25.07 100.00

missini 5 0.37

tital N=1357 · valid N=1352 · x=̄4.04 · σ=0.78

Agreement with the team´s ibjectves (v_152)

I am in agreement with the team’s objectives

value N raw
%

valid
%

cumulatve
%

Stronily 
disairee 6 0.44 0.44 0.44

Disairee 38 2.80 2.82 3.26

Undecided 157 11.57 11.64 14.90

Airee 814 59.99 60.34 75.24

Stronily airee 334 24.61 24.76 100.00

missini 8 0.59

tital N=1357 · valid N=1349 · x=̄4.06 · σ=0.72
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Team´s ibjectves are clearly understiid by ither team members (v_153)

The team’s objectives are clearly understood by other members of the team
value N raw % valid % cumulatve %

Stronily disairee 14 1.03 1.04 1.04

Disairee 81 5.97 6.02 7.06

Undecided 295 21.74 21.92 28.97

Airee 775 57.11 57.58 86.55

Stronily airee 181 13.34 13.45 100.00

missini 11 0.81

tital N=1357 · valid N=1346 · x=̄3.76 · σ=0.80

Team´s ibjectves can be achieved (v_154)

The team’s objectives can actually be achieved

value N raw
%

valid
%

cumulatve
%

Stronily 
disairee 7 0.52 0.52 0.52

Disairee 42 3.10 3.11 3.63

Undecided 226 16.65 16.73 20.36

Airee 855 63.01 63.29 83.64

Stronily airee 221 16.29 16.36 100.00

missini 6 0.44

tital N=1357 · valid N=1351 · x=̄3.92 · σ=0.70
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Team´s ibjectves are wirthwhile ti the irganisatin (v_155)

The team’s objectives are worthwhile to the organisation

value N
raw
%

valid
%

cumulatve
%

Stronily 
disairee 7 0.52 0.52 0.52

Disairee 26 1.92 1.94 2.46

Undecided 183 13.49 13.66 16.12

Airee 716 52.76 53.43 69.55

Stronily airee 408 30.07 30.45 100.00

missini 17 1.25

tital N=1357 · valid N=1340 · x=̄4.11 · σ=0.74

Ueep each ither infirmed abiut wirk-related issues in the team (v_156)

We keep each other informed about work-related issues in the team
value N raw % valid % cumulatve %

Stronily disairee 20 1.47 1.49 1.49

Disairee 102 7.52 7.58 9.06

Undecided 187 13.78 13.89 22.96

Airee 737 54.31 54.75 77.71

Stronily airee 300 22.11 22.29 100.00

missini 11 0.81

tital N=1357 · valid N=1346 · x=̄3.89 · σ=0.89
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Real atempts ti share infirmatin thriughiut the team (v_157)

There are real atempts to share information throughout the team
value N raw % valid % cumulatve %

Stronily disairee 20 1.47 1.48 1.48

Disairee 78 5.75 5.78 7.26

Undecided 184 13.56 13.64 20.90

Airee 708 52.17 52.48 73.39

Stronily airee 359 26.46 26.61 100.00

missini 8 0.59

tital N=1357 · valid N=1349 · x=̄3.97 · σ=0.88

´We are in it tigether´ attude (v_158)

We have a ‘we are in it together’ attitude

value N raw
%

valid
%

cumulatve
%

Stronily 
disairee 31 2.28 2.30 2.30

Disairee 127 9.36 9.43 11.73

Undecided 268 19.75 19.90 31.63

Airee 634 46.72 47.07 78.69

Stronily airee 287 21.15 21.31 100.00

missini 10 0.74

tital N=1357 · valid N=1347 · x=̄3.76 · σ=0.97
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Prepared ti questin the basis if what the team is diing (v_159)

We are prepared to question the basis of what the team is doing
value N raw % valid % cumulatve %

Stronily disairee 24 1.77 1.78 1.78

Disairee 110 8.11 8.18 9.96

Undecided 345 25.42 25.65 35.61

Airee 713 52.54 53.01 88.62

Stronily airee 153 11.27 11.38 100.00

missini 12 0.88

tital N=1357 · valid N=1345 · x=̄3.64 · σ=0.85

Critcal appraisal if pitental weaknesses in what they di (v_160)

We critically appraise potential weaknesses in what we are doing in
order to achieve the best possible outcome
value N raw % valid % cumulatve %

Stronily disairee 21 1.55 1.56 1.56

Disairee 98 7.22 7.26 8.82

Undecided 314 23.14 23.28 32.10

Airee 728 53.65 53.97 86.06

Stronily airee 188 13.85 13.94 100.00

missini 8 0.59

tital N=1357 · valid N=1349 · x=̄3.71 · σ=0.85
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Building in each ither´s ideas (v_161)

We build on each other’s ideas in order to achieve the best possible outcome
value N raw % valid % cumulatve %

Stronily disairee 13 0.96 0.97 0.97

Disairee 81 5.97 6.04 7.00

Undecided 197 14.52 14.68 21.68

Airee 757 55.78 56.41 78.09

Stronily airee 294 21.67 21.91 100.00

missini 15 1.11

tital N=1357 · valid N=1342 · x=̄3.92 · σ=0.83

Searching fir fresh, new ways if liiking at priblems (v_162)

We are always searching for fresh, new ways of looking at problems
value N raw % valid % cumulatve %

Stronily disairee 15 1.11 1.11 1.11

Disairee 92 6.78 6.80 7.91

Undecided 305 22.48 22.56 30.47

Airee 675 49.74 49.93 80.40

Stronily airee 265 19.53 19.60 100.00

missini 5 0.37

tital N=1357 · valid N=1352 · x=̄3.80 · σ=0.87
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Taking the tme needed ti develip new ideas (v_163)

We take the time needed to develop new ideas

value N
raw
%

valid
%

cumulatve
%

Stronily 
disairee 22 1.62 1.63 1.63

Disairee 179 13.19 13.26 14.89

Undecided 376 27.71 27.85 42.74

Airee 602 44.36 44.59 87.33

Stronily airee 171 12.60 12.67 100.00

missini 7 0.52

tital N=1357 · valid N=1350 · x=̄3.53 · σ=0.93

Ci-iperatin ti help each ither and apply new ideas (v_164)

We co-operate in order to help each other and apply new ideas
value N raw % valid % cumulatve %

Stronily disairee 22 1.62 1.63 1.63

Disairee 62 4.57 4.59 6.22

Undecided 203 14.96 15.04 21.26

Airee 734 54.09 54.37 75.63

Stronily airee 329 24.24 24.37 100.00

missini 7 0.52

tital N=1357 · valid N=1350 · x=̄3.95 · σ=0.85
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Team leaderr´ leaderrCip rtyle (v_170 to v_180)
The queston was: “Please assess your team leaders’ leadership style., Team leaders were
not able to respond to this queston. 

Figure 9: Team leadership
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Mitvatin (v_170)

She/he develops ways of motivating us

value N
raw
%

valid
%

cumulatve
%

Stronily 
disairee 19 1.40 1.59 1.59

Disairee 103 7.59 8.63 10.23

Undecided 208 15.33 17.44 27.66

Airee 609 44.88 51.05 78.71

Stronily airee 254 18.72 21.29 100.00

missini 164 12.09

tital N=1357 · valid N=1193 · x=̄3.82 · σ=0.92

Priud ti wirk with the team leader (v_171)

I feel proud to work with her/him

value N raw
%

valid
%

cumulatve
%

Stronily 
disairee 16 1.18 1.34 1.34

Disairee 43 3.17 3.61 4.95

Undecided 159 11.72 13.34 18.29

Airee 509 37.51 42.70 60.99

Stronily airee 465 34.27 39.01 100.00

missini 165 12.16

tital N=1357 · valid N=1192 · x=̄4.14 · σ=0.88
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Trust in the team leader´s ability ti ivercime any ibstacle (v_172)

I feel proud to work with her/him

value N
raw
%

valid
%

cumulatve
%

Stronily 
disairee 16 1.18 1.34 1.34

Disairee 43 3.17 3.61 4.95

Undecided 159 11.72 13.34 18.29

Airee 509 37.51 42.70 60.99

Stronily airee 465 34.27 39.01 100.00

missini 165 12.16

tital N=1357 · valid N=1192 · x=̄4.14 · σ=0.88

Team leader´s cincern abiut training (v_173)

She/he is concerned with training those who need it

value N raw
%

valid
%

cumulatve
%

Stronily 
disairee 26 1.92 2.18 2.18

Disairee 95 7.00 7.98 10.17

Undecided 221 16.29 18.57 28.74

Airee 565 41.64 47.48 76.22

Stronily airee 283 20.85 23.78 100.00

missini 167 12.31

tital N=1357 · valid N=1190 · x=̄3.83 · σ=0.95
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Team leader´s advice (v_174)

She/he gives advice to those who need it

value N
raw
%

valid
%

cumulatve
%

Stronily 
disairee 6 0.44 0.51 0.51

Disairee 54 3.98 4.55 5.05

Undecided 109 8.03 9.18 14.23

Airee 589 43.40 49.58 63.80

Stronily airee 430 31.69 36.20 100.00

missini 169 12.45

tital N=1357 · valid N=1188 · x=̄4.16 · σ=0.81

Getng the team members ti rely in reasining and evidence (v_175)

She/he gets us to rely on reasoning and evidence to solve problems
value N raw % valid % cumulatve %

Stronily disairee 7 0.52 0.59 0.59

Disairee 34 2.51 2.86 3.45

Undecided 160 11.79 13.46 16.90

Airee 606 44.66 50.97 67.87

Stronily airee 382 28.15 32.13 100.00

missini 168 12.38

tital N=1357 · valid N=1189 · x=̄4.11 · σ=0.78
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Primitng the use if intelligence ti ivercime ibstacles (v_176)

She/he promotes the use of intelligence to overcome obstacles
value N raw % valid % cumulatve %

Stronily disairee 7 0.52 0.59 0.59

Disairee 30 2.21 2.53 3.11

Undecided 144 10.61 12.12 15.24

Airee 622 45.84 52.36 67.59

Stronily airee 385 28.37 32.41 100.00

missini 169 12.45

tital N=1357 · valid N=1188 · x=̄4.13 · σ=0.76

Presentng things thriugh an appriach that stmulates (v_177)

She/he presents things through an approach that stimulates me
value N raw % valid % cumulatve %

Stronily disairee 24 1.77 2.02 2.02

Disairee 86 6.34 7.24 9.26

Undecided 269 19.82 22.64 31.90

Airee 523 38.54 44.02 75.93

Stronily airee 286 21.08 24.07 100.00

missini 169 12.45

tital N=1357 · valid N=1188 · x=̄3.81 · σ=0.95
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Realistc expectatins in the iutcime if wirk (v_178)

She/he has realistic expectations on the outcome of my work
value N raw % valid % cumulatve %

Stronily disairee 20 1.47 1.68 1.68

Disairee 73 5.38 6.15 7.83

Undecided 219 16.14 18.45 26.28

Airee 613 45.17 51.64 77.93

Stronily airee 262 19.31 22.07 100.00

missini 170 12.53

tital N=1357 · valid N=1187 · x=̄3.86 · σ=0.89

Realistc expectatins in tme schedules (v_179)

She/he has realistic expectations on the time schedule
 I need for my work

value N raw
%

valid
%

cumulatve
%

Stronily 
disairee 27 1.99 2.27 2.27

Disairee 124 9.14 10.43 12.70

Undecided 294 21.67 24.73 37.43

Airee 541 39.87 45.50 82.93

Stronily airee 203 14.96 17.07 100.00

missini 168 12.38

tital N=1357 · valid N=1189 · x=̄3.65 · σ=0.96
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Fistering trust, invilvement and ci-iperatin aming team members (v_180)

She/he actively fosters trust, involvement and cooperation
among team members

value N raw
%

valid % cumulatve %

Stronily disairee 27 1.99 2.28 2.28

Disairee 85 6.26 7.17 9.45

Undecided 183 13.49 15.44 24.89

Airee 537 39.57 45.32 70.21

Stronily airee 353 26.01 29.79 100.00

missini 172 12.68

tital N=1357 · valid N=1185 · x=̄3.93 · σ=0.97
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Working climate at tCe wider working environment (v_186 to v_189)

Figure 10: Wirking climate – all items
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Seniir empliyees respect juniir male and female empliyees equally (v_186)

Senior employees respect junior male and female employees equally
value N raw % valid % cumulatve %

Stronily disairee 11 0.81 0.81 0.81

Disairee 47 3.46 3.48 4.29

Undecided 125 9.21 9.25 13.55

Airee 534 39.35 39.53 53.07

Stronily airee 634 46.72 46.93 100.00

missini 6 0.44

tital N=1357 · valid N=1351 · x=̄4.28 · σ=0.83

Atentin when wimen speak ir when men speak (meetngs) (v_187)

In meetings, people pay just as much atention 
when women speak as when men speak

value N raw
%

valid
%

cumulatve
%

Stronily 
disairee 27 1.99 2.00 2.00

Disairee 70 5.16 5.19 7.19

Undecided 107 7.89 7.93 15.11

Airee 423 31.17 31.33 46.44

Stronily airee 723 53.28 53.56 100.00

missini 7 0.52

tital N=1357 · valid N=1350 · x=̄4.29 · σ=0.96
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Allegatins if gender based ir sexual harassment are taken seriiusly (v_188)

Allegations of gender based and sexual harassment
 are taken seriously by management

value N raw
%

valid
%

cumulatve
%

Stronily 
disairee 13 0.96 0.97 0.97

Disairee 29 2.14 2.16 3.13

Undecided 332 24.47 24.74 27.87

Airee 414 30.51 30.85 58.72

Stronily airee 554 40.83 41.28 100.00

missini 15 1.11

tital N=1357 · valid N=1342 · x=̄4.09 · σ=0.91

Feeling cimfirtable ti raise issues abiut the treatment if wimen ir men (v_189)

In this organisation, I would feel comfortable to raise
 issues about the treatment of women or men

value N raw
%

valid
%

cumulatve
%

Stronily 
disairee 16 1.18 1.19 1.19

Disairee 48 3.54 3.57 4.77

Undecided 201 14.81 14.97 19.73

Airee 525 38.69 39.09 58.82

Stronily airee 553 40.75 41.18 100.00

missini 14 1.03

tital N=1357 · valid N=1343 · x=̄4.15 · σ=0.89
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Mentoring 

Seniir team member as mentir (v_63)

14. Is there any senior member within your team  whom you currently regard as a mentor -  someone
who gives advice and counsel  on career issues and/or sponsors  or advocates for you?

value N raw % valid % cumulatve %

Yes 736 54.24 54.64 54.64

No 611 45.03 45.36 100.00

missini 10 0.74

tital N=1357 · valid N=1347 · x=̄1.45 · σ=0.50

Gender if the mentired team member (v_63 x v_7R)
Takini the iender of the mentored team member into consideratong women have sliihtly
fewer tmes a mentor (53%) than men (56%).

5. I am
(gender)

14. Is there any seniir member within yiur team whim yiu 
currently  regard as a mentir – simeine whi gives advice 
and ciunsel in career issues and/ir spinsirs ir advicates 
fir yiu?

Total

Yes No

A woman 302
52.5 %

273
47.5 %

575
100 %

A man
434

56.3 %
337

43.7 %
771

100 %

Total
736

54.7 %
610

45.3 %
1346
100 %

χ2=1.739 · df=1 · φ=0.037 · p=0.187

Gender if mentir (v_64)
Asked about the iender of the mentorg 513 (65%) state that the mentor is a mang only 278
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(35%) state that the mentor is a woman.

14a. My mentor is  gender)
value N raw % valid % cumulatve %

A man 513 37.80 64.85 64.85

A woman 278 20.49 35.15 100.00

missini 566 41.71

tital N=1357 · valid N=791 · x=̄1.35 · σ=0.48

Level if mentiring (v_70 ti v_79)

Figure 11: Level if mentiring - all items
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Rile Midel (v_72)
Serves as a role model

value N
raw
%

valid
%

cumulatv
e %

not quoted
94
8

69.8
6

69.8
6 69.86

quoted
40
9

30.1
4

30.1
4 100.00

missini 0 0.00

tital N=1357 · valid N=1357 · x=̄0.30 · σ=0.46

Advice in research (v_73)
Gives advice on my research directions

value N raw
%

valid
%

cumulatv
e %

not quoted 72
4

53.3
5

53.3
5 53.35

quoted 63
3

46.6
5

46.6
5 100.00

missini 0 0.00

tital N=1357 · valid N=1357 · x=̄0.47 · σ=0.50

Intriductin ti his/her prifessiinal netwirks (v_74)
Introduces me to his/her professional networks

value N
raw
%

valid
%

cumulatv
e %

not quoted 98
2

72.3
7

72.3
7 72.37

quoted
37
5

27.6
3

27.6
3 100.00

missini 0 0.00

tital N=1357 · valid N=1357 · x=̄0.28 · σ=0.45
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Advice abiut preparatin fir advancement (v_75)
Advises about preparation for advancement 
 e.g. promotion, leadership position)

value N raw
%

valid
%

cumulatv
e %

not quoted
102

7
75.6

8
75.6

8 75.68

quoted 330 24.3
2

24.3
2

100.00

missini 0 0.00

tital N=1357 · valid N=1357 · x=̄0.24 · σ=0.43

Infirmatin abiut labiratiry, insttute, irganisatinal pilitcs (v_76)
Informs me about laboratory / institute / 
organisational politics

value N raw
%

valid
%

cumulatv
e %

not quoted 97
9

72.1
4

72.1
4 72.14

quoted 37
8

27.8
6

27.8
6 100.00

missini 0 0.00

tital N=1357 · valid N=1357 · x=̄0.28 · σ=0.45

Help ti ibtain resiurces (v_77)
Helps to obtain resources  funding, grants, etc.)
 that I need

value N raw
%

valid
%

cumulatv
e %

not quoted 93
6

68.9
8

68.9
8

68.98

quoted 42
1

31.0
2

31.0
2

100.00

missini 0 0.00
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tital N=1357 · valid N=1357 · x=̄0.31 · σ=0.46

Actng as advicate (v_78)
Acts as an advocate for me

value N raw
%

valid
%

cumulatv
e %

not quoted 109
4

80.6
2

80.6
2

80.62

quoted 263 19.3
8

19.3
8 100.00

missini 0 0.00

tital N=1357 · valid N=1357 · x=̄0.19 · σ=0.40

Advice in wirk-life balance (v_79)
Provides advice on work-life balance

value N raw
%

valid
%

cumulatv
e %

not quoted 109
6

80.7
7

80.7
7 80.77

quoted 261 19.2
3

19.2
3 100.00

missini 0 0.00

tital N=1357 · valid N=1357 · x=̄0.19 · σ=0.39
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Others (v_70)
Other, please specify:  

value N
raw
%

valid
%

cumulatv
e %

not quoted
134

0
98.7

5
98.7

5 98.75

quoted 17 1.25 1.25 100.00

missini 0 0.00

tital N=1357 · valid N=1357 · x=̄0.01 · σ=0.11
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Type of contract (v_80)

15. What type of contract do you have?

value N raw
%

valid
%

cumulatve
%

Temporary / casual 797 58.73 59.30 59.30

Permanent / 
tenured

547 40.31 40.70 100.00

missini 13 0.96

tital N=1357 · valid N=1344 · x=̄1.41 · σ=0.49

Type if cintract and gender (v_80 x v_7R)
When takini iender into consideratong there is no diference between men and women
reiardini the %eshares of the type of contract.

15. What type if
cintract di

yiu
have?

5. I am (gender)

Total

A woman A man

Temporary / casual 341
59.4 %

456
59.3 %

797
59.3 %

Permanent / tenured 233
40.6 %

313
40.7 %

546
40.7 %

Total 574
100 %

769
100 %

1343
100 %

χ2=0.000 · df=1 · φ=0.001 · p=1.000
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-ontracted Courr (v_81)
The majorityg about 84%g have a fulletme contract.

16. How many hours a week are you contracted for?

value N raw
%

valid
%

cumulatve
%

Less than 20 hours/ week (part 
tme)

99 7.30 7.38 7.38

20 up to 35 hours/week (part tme) 122 8.99 9.10 16.48

More than 35 hours (full tme) 1120 82.54 83.52 100.00

missini 16 1.18

tital N=1357 · valid N=1341 · x=̄2.76 · σ=0.57

Cintracted hiurs and gender (v_81 x v_7R)
When takini iender into consideratong more men (86%) than women (80%) have a fulletme
contract.

5. I am
(gender)

16 Hiw many hiurs a week are yiu cintracted fir?

Total
Less than 20 hours/

week (part tme)

20 up to 35
hours/week (part

tme)

More than 35 hours
(full tme)

A woman
47

8.2 %
69

12 %
457

79.8 %
573

100 %

A man
52

6.8 %
53

6.9 %
662

86.3 %
767

100 %

Total
99

7.4 %
122

9.1 %
1119

83.5 %
1340
100 %

χ2=12.073 · df=2 · Cramer’s V=0.095 · p=0.002
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 ctual working Courr (v_82)

17. How many hours do you actually work per week in this job?

value N raw % valid % cumulatve %

As many hours as I am contracted for 405 29.85 30.25 30.25

1e5 hours more than I am contracted for 379 27.93 28.30 58.55

6e10 hours more than I am contracted for 283 20.85 21.14 79.69

11 hours or more than I am contracted for 272 20.04 20.31 100.00

missini 18 1.33

tital N=1357 · valid N=1339 · x=̄2.32 · σ=1.11

Actual wirking hiurs and gender (v_82 x v_7R)

5. I am 
(gender)

17. Hiw many hiurs di yiu actually wirk per week in this jib?

Total
As many hours as
I am contracted

for

1e5 hours more
than I am

contracted for

6e10 hours more
than I am

contracted for

11 hours or more
than I am

contracted for

A woman
203

35.7 %
165
29 %

112
19.7 %

89
15.6 %

569
100 %

A man
202

26.3 %
213

27.7 %
171

22.2 %
183

23.8 %
769

100 %

Total
405

30.3 %
378

28.3 %
283

21.2 %
272

20.3 %
1338
100 %

χ2=21.468 · df=3 · Cramer’s V=0.127 · p=0.000
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Yearr of experience in rerearcC area (v_83)

18. How many years of experience do you have
 in your research area  including PhD years if applicable)?

value N raw % valid % cumulatve %

2 years or less 273 20.12 20.27 20.27

3e5 years 329 24.24 24.42 44.69

6e9 years 228 16.80 16.93 61.62

10e19 years 332 24.47 24.65 86.27

20e29 years 144 10.61 10.69 96.96

30 years or more 41 3.02 3.04 100.00

missini 10 0.74

tital N=1357 · valid N=1347 · x=̄2.90 · σ=1.41
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Rairing of external funding
The possible answers to the queston of “How much external fundini have you raised as lead
researcher  since  1st  January  2013  for  your  insttuton  or  your  person?,  was  sliihtly
diferently in dependence to the common currency in the country. Thereforeg there is data
about EUR (majority of data) and GBP. 

Raising if external funding EUR (v_84)

19.  EUR) How much external funding have you raised
 as lead researcher since 1st January 2013 for
 your institution or your person?

value N raw
%

valid
%

cumulatve
%

none 691 50.92 53.03 53.03

less than 9999 EUR 101 7.44 7.75 60.78

10 000 e 24 999 EUR 83 6.12 6.37 67.15

25 000 e 49 999 Euro 67 4.94 5.14 72.29

50 000 e 99 999 Euro 66 4.86 5.07 77.36

100 000 e 499 999 Euro 162 11.94 12.43 89.79

more than 500 000 Euro 133 9.80 10.21 100.00

missini 54 3.98

tital N=1357 · valid N=1303 · x=̄2.80 · σ=2.27
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Raising if external funds EUR and gender (v_84 x v_7R)
When  takini  iender  into  consideratong  the  share  of  women  is  sliihtly  hiiher  in  the
cateiories of raisini funds up to 49g999 Eurosg whereas in the cateiories from 50g000 Euros
onwards it is reversed: the share of men is hiiher.

19. (EUR) How mucC external funding Cave you raired ar
lead rerearcCer rince 1rt January 2013 for your  inrttuton or

your perron? 

5. I am (gender) 
Total

A woman A man

none
295

42.8 %
54.3 %

395
57.2 %
52 %

690
100 %
53 %

less than 9999 EUR
48

47.5 %
8.8 %

53
52.5 %

7 %

101
100 %
7.8 %

10 000 e 24 999 EUR
43

51.8 %
7.9 %

40
48.2 %
5.3 %

83
100 %
6.4 %

25 000 e 49 999 Euro
29

43.3 %
5.3 %

38
56.7 %

5 %

67
100 %
5.1 %

50 000 e 99 999 Euro
26

39.4 %
4.8 %

40
60.6 %
5.3 %

66
100 %
5.1 %

100 000 e 499 999 Euro
55

34 %
10.1 %

107
66 %

14.1 %

162
100 %
12.4 %

more than 500 000 Euro
47

35.3 %
8.7 %

86
64.7 %
11.3 %

133
100 %
10.2 %

Total
543

41.7 %
100 %

759
58.3 %
100 %

1302
100 %
100 %

χ2=11.641 · df=6 · Cramer’s V=0.095 · p=0.070
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Raising if external funding GBP (v_208)

19.  UK) How much external funding have you raised as
 lead researcher since 1st January 2013 for
 your institution or your person?

value N raw
%

valid
%

cumulatve
%

none 17 1.25 77.27 77.27

less than 9999 GBP 2 0.15 9.09 86.36

10 000 e 24 999 GBP 0 0.00 0.00 86.36

25 000 e 49 999 GBP 0 0.00 0.00 86.36

50 000 e 99 999 GBP 2 0.15 9.09 95.45

100 000 e 499 999 GBP 0 0.00 0.00 95.45

more than 500 000 GBP 1 0.07 4.55 100.00

missini 1335 98.38

tital N=1357 · valid N=22 · x=̄1.73 · σ=1.67
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Raising if external funding GBP and gender (v_208 x v_7R)

19. (UK) How mucC external funding Cave you raired ar lead
rerearcCer rince 1rt January2013 for your inrttuton or your

perron? 

5. I am (gender) 

Total

A woman A man

none
12

70.6 %
100 %

5
29.4 %
50 %

17
100 %
77.3 %

less than 9999 GBP
0

0 %
0 %

2
100 %
20 %

2
100 %
9.1 %

10 000 e 24 999 GBP
0

0 %
0 %

0
0 %
0 %

0
100 %

0 %

25 000 e 49 999 GBP
0

0 %
0 %

0
0 %
0 %

0
100 %

0 %

50 000 e 99 999 GBP
0

0 %
0 %

2
100 %
20 %

2
100 %
9.1 %

100 000 e 499 999 GBP
0

0 %
0 %

0
0 %
0 %

0
100 %

0 %

more than 500 000 GBP
0

0 %
0 %

1
100 %
10 %

1
100 %
4.5 %

Total
12

54.5 %
100 %

10
45.5 %
100 %

22
100 %
100 %

χ2=7.765 · df=3 · Cramer’s V=0.594 · Fisher’s p=0.007
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Weekly working tme on actviter tCat are geared towardr publicatonr and patentr 
(v_85)
Almost 29% of the partcipants spend 20% or less of their tme on actvites ieared towards
publicatons  and  patentsg  in  contrast  to  13%  who  dedicate  80%  or  more  workini  tme
towards that ioal. Only 8% of the partcipants state that work towards publicatons in terms
of papers or patents is not considered part of their work.

20. How much of your weekly working time can you spend on 
average on activities that are geared towards publications and 
patents?

value N raw
%

valid
%

cumulatve
%

< 20% 389 28.67 28.84 28.84

20 e 39% 280 20.63 20.76 49.59

40 e 59% 219 16.14 16.23 65.83

60 e 79% 184 13.56 13.64 79.47

80 e 100% 171 12.60 12.68 92.14

Publicatons/ patents are
 typically not part of my 
work

106 7.81 7.86 100.00

missini 8 0.59

tital N=1357 · valid N=1349 · x=̄2.84 · σ=1.64
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Weekly wirking tme in actvites that are geared tiwards publicatins and patents and 
gender (v_85 x v_7R)

20. How mucC of your weekly working
tme can you rpend on average on
actviter tCat are geared towardr

publicatonr and patentr?

5. I am (gender) 
Total

A woman A man

< 20%
162

41.8 %
28.3 %

226
58.2 %
29.1 %

388
100 %
28.8 %

20 e 39%
116

41.4 %
20.3 %

164
58.6 %
21.1 %

280
100 %
20.8 %

40 e 59%
88

40.2 %
15.4 %

131
59.8 %
16.9 %

219
100 %
16.2 %

60 e 79%
73

39.7 %
12.8 %

111
60.3 %
14.3 %

184
100 %
13.6 %

80 e 100%
66

38.6 %
11.5 %

105
61.4 %
13.5 %

171
100 %
12.7 %

Publicatons/ patents are typically not 
part of my work

67
63.2 %
11.7 %

39
36.8 %

5 %

106
100 %
7.9 %

 Total
572

42.4 %
100 %

776
57.6 %
100 %

1348
100 %
100 %

χ2=20.975 · df=5 · Cramer’s V=0.125 · p=0.001
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Editor of rcientfc journalr tCat Cave an impact factor (v_86)

21. Are you an editor of scientifc journals
 that have an impact factor? 
If yes, to how many  next table v_96)?

value N raw % valid % cumulatve %

No 1224 90.20 90.67 90.67

Yesg  126 9.29 9.33 100.00

missini 7 0.52

tital N=1357 · valid N=1350 · x=̄1.09 · σ=0.29

Editir: Numbers if scientfc jiurnals that have an impact factir (v_96)
Yes

value N raw
%

valid
%

cumulatv
e %

e99 1231 90.7
1 90.71 90.71

1 67 4.94 4.94 95.65

2 33 2.43 2.43 98.08

3 19 1.40 1.40 99.48

4 3 0.22 0.22 99.71

5 1 0.07 0.07 99.78

6 1 0.07 0.07 99.85

7 1 0.07 0.07 99.93

8 1 0.07 0.07 100.00

missini 0 0.00

tital N=1357 · valid N=1357 · x=̄-89.64 · σ=29.27
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MemberrCipr of a management board of a proferrional or rcientfc arrociaton (v_87)

22. Are you a member of a management board of a 
professional or scientifc association in your feld?

If yes, to how many?

value N raw %
valid

%
cumulatve

%

No 1114 82.09 82.70 82.70

Yes 233 17.17 17.30 100.00

missini 10 0.74

tital N=1357 · valid N=1347 · x=̄1.17 · σ=0.38

Number if memberships if a management biard if a prifessiinal ir scientfc assiciatin 
(v_97)
Yes

value N raw
%

valid
%

cumulatv
e %

e99 113
6

83.7
1

83.7
1 83.71

1 125 9.21 9.21 92.93

2 60 4.42 4.42 97.42

3 22 1.62 1.62 99.04

4 7 0.52 0.52 99.56

5 4 0.29 0.29 99.85

6 2 0.15 0.15 100.00

10 1 0.07 0.07 93.00

missini 0 0.00

tital N=1357 · valid N=1357 · x=̄1.34 · σ=0.97
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Involvement of citzenr in tCe dircurrion of implicatonr of rerearcC (v_95)

25. Do you involve citizens in the discussion 
of the implications of your research?

value N raw
%

valid
%

cumulatve
%

On a reiular 
basis

145 10.69 10.78 10.78

Occasionally 688 50.70 51.15 61.93

Never 512 37.73 38.07 100.00

missini 12 0.88

tital N=1357 · valid N=1345 · x=̄2.27 · σ=0.64
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Engagement in dirreminaton and knowledge tranrfer actviter during tCe part year 
(v_213 to v_220)
Asked about the eniaiement in disseminaton and knowledie transfer actvites durini the
past yearg by far the most answers is noted for “workshops and disseminaton events for
academic audiences, with 937 answers (69%). The second most selected answer with 470
(35%) is  “workshops and disseminaton events  for  noneacademic audiences (e.i. schoolsg
teachers),. The least selected actvity is “social media includini blois for my professional
work (on a reiular basis) with 192 answers (14%). Finallyg 261 answers (19%) state that they
are not at all eniaied in disseminaton and transfer actvites durini the past year.

Figure 12: Disseminatin and kniwledge transfer actvites
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Wirkships and disseminatin events fir academic audiences (v_215)
Workshops and dissemination events 
for academic audiences
value N raw % valid % cumulatve %

not quoted 420 30.95 30.95 30.95

quoted 937 69.05 69.05 100.00

missini 0 0.00

tital N=1357 · valid N=1357 · x=̄0.69 · σ=0.46

Wirkships and disseminatin events fir nin-academic audiences (v_216)
Workshops and dissemination events for 
non-academic audiences  e.g. schools, teachers)
value N raw % valid % cumulatve %

not quoted 887 65.36 65.36 65.36

quoted 470 34.64 34.64 100.00

missini 0 0.00

tital N=1357 · valid N=1357 · x=̄0.35 · σ=0.48

Pipular press (v_217)
Popular press 
 Radio, TV, Newspapers or Magazines)
value N raw % valid % cumulatve %

not quoted 1082 79.73 79.73 79.73

quoted 275 20.27 20.27 100.00

missini 0 0.00

tital N=1357 · valid N=1357 · x=̄0.20 · σ=0.40
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Sicial media (v_218)
Social media including blogs 
for my professional work  on a regular basis)
value N raw % valid % cumulatve %

not quoted 1165 85.85 85.85 85.85

quoted 192 14.15 14.15 100.00

missini 0 0.00

tital N=1357 · valid N=1357 · x=̄0.14 · σ=0.35

Science cafés, science festvals, researchers´ nights (v_219)
Science cafés, science festivals, researchers’’ nights
value N raw % valid % cumulatve %

not quoted 1148 84.60 84.60 84.60

quoted 209 15.40 15.40 100.00

missini 0 0.00

tital N=1357 · valid N=1357 · x=̄0.15 · σ=0.36

Other (v_213)
Other, please specify:  
value N raw % valid % cumulatve %

not quoted 1316 96.98 96.98 96.98

quoted 41 3.02 3.02 100.00

missini 0 0.00

tital N=1357 · valid N=1357 · x=̄0.03 · σ=0.17
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Nine if the abive (v_220)

None of the above
value N raw % valid % cumulatve %

not quoted 1096 80.77 80.77 80.77

quoted 261 19.23 19.23 100.00

missini 0 0.00

tital N=1357 · valid N=1357 · x=̄0.19 · σ=0.39
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PublirCing under open accerr rcCemer (v_199 to v_201, v_210, v_211)

Figure 13: Open access publishing

Siftware under ipen siurce licenses (v_199)
Yes, sofware under Open Source licenses
value N raw % valid % cumulatve %

not quoted 1254 92.41 92.41 92.41

quoted 103 7.59 7.59 100.00

missini 0 0.00

tital N=1357 · valid N=1357 · x=̄0.08 · σ=0.26
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Data under ipen access (v_200)
Yes, data under open access
value N raw % valid % cumulatve %

not quoted 1270 93.59 93.59 93.59

quoted 87 6.41 6.41 100.00

missini 0 0.00

tital N=1357 · valid N=1357 · x=̄0.06 · σ=0.25

Scientfc artcles under ipen access (v_201)
Yes, scientifc articles under open access
value N raw % valid % cumulatve %

not quoted 673 49.59 49.59 49.59

quoted 684 50.41 50.41 100.00

missini 0 0.00

tital N=1357 · valid N=1357 · x=̄0.50 · σ=0.50

Other (v_210)
Other, please specify:  
value N raw % valid % cumulatve %

not quoted 1345 99.12 99.12 99.12

quoted 12 0.88 0.88 100.00

missini 0 0.00

tital N=1357 · valid N=1357 · x=̄0.01 · σ=0.09
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Nine (v_221)
None of the above
value N raw % valid % cumulatve %

not quoted 777 57.26 57.26 57.26

quoted 580 42.74 42.74 100.00

missini 0 0.00

tital N=1357 · valid N=1357 · x=̄0.43 · σ=0.49

Member of a minority etCnic group (v_100)

26. Do you consider yourself to be  a member of a minority ethnic 
group?

value N raw % valid % cumulatve %

Yes 110 8.11 8.17 8.17

No 1237 91.16 91.83 100.00

missini 10 0.74

tital N=1357 · valid N=1347 · x=̄1.92 · σ=0.27

Dirability or cCronic illnerr (v_101)

27. Do you consider yourself to have
 a disability or chronic illness?

value N raw % valid % cumulatve %

Yes 61 4.50 4.56 4.56

No 1278 94.18 95.44 100.00

missini 18 1.33

tital N=1357 · valid N=1339 · x=̄1.95 · σ=0.21

Living in a partnerrCip (v_102)
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28. Do you live with a partner  marriage,  cohabitation, civil 
partnership, etc.)?

value N raw % valid % cumulatve %

Yes 941 69.34 70.07 70.07

No 402 29.62 29.93 100.00

missini 14 1.03

tital N=1357 · valid N=1343 · x=̄1.30 · σ=0.46
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Gender rtereotyper beliefr (v_195 to v_198)

Figure 14: Gender stereitype beliefs
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Wimen and men have strengths in diferent areas (v_195)

Women and men have their respective strengths
 in diferent areas

value N raw
%

valid
%

cumulatve
%

Stronily 
disairee

213 15.70 15.77 15.77

Disairee 435 32.06 32.20 47.96

Undecided 248 18.28 18.36 66.32

Airee 359 26.46 26.57 92.89

Stronily airee 96 7.07 7.11 100.00

missini 6 0.44

tital N=1357 · valid N=1351 · x=̄2.77 · σ=1.20

Wimen and men generally have diferent ways if cintributng ti a team task (v_196)

Women and men generally have diferent ways
 of contributing to a team task

value N raw
%

valid
%

cumulatve
%

Stronily 
disairee 204 15.03 15.08 15.08

Disairee 470 34.64 34.74 49.82

Undecided 245 18.05 18.11 67.92

Airee 363 26.75 26.83 94.75

Stronily airee 71 5.23 5.25 100.00

missini 4 0.29

tital N=1357 · valid N=1353 · x=̄2.72 · σ=1.16
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Wimen and men generally have diferent cimmunicatin styles (v_197)

Women and men generally have 
diferent communication styles

value N raw
%

valid
%

cumulatve
%

Stronily 
disairee

118 8.70 8.73 8.73

Disairee 330 24.32 24.41 33.14

Undecided 253 18.64 18.71 51.85

Airee 551 40.60 40.75 92.60

Stronily airee 100 7.37 7.40 100.00

missini 5 0.37

tital N=1357 · valid N=1352 · x=̄3.14 · σ=1.13

Many if the widespread ideas abiut hiw wimen and men difer are accurate (v_198)

Many of the widespread ideas about how 
women and men difer are accurate

value N raw
%

valid
%

cumulatve
%

Stronily 
disairee 299 22.03 22.18 22.18

Disairee 517 38.10 38.35 60.53

Undecided 406 29.92 30.12 90.65

Airee 113 8.33 8.38 99.04

Stronily airee 13 0.96 0.96 100.00

missini 9 0.66

tital N=1357 · valid N=1348 · x=̄2.28 · σ=0.93
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Graphical summary gender stereitypes beliefs
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-are rerponribiliter (v_132, v_119 to v_122)

In totalg 727 (54%) state that they did have or have not any care responsibilites. Current
care responsibilites are distributed as follows: for children under 16 years there are 487
(36%) positve answers and for dependent adults 58 (4%). 119 (9%) had care responsibilites
for children under 16 years in the pastg 45 (3%) state that they had care responsibilites for
dependent adults in the past.

Figure 15: Care respinsibilites - all items
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Children under 16y (v_132)
Yes, for children under 16 years

value N
raw
%

valid
%

cumulatv
e %

not quoted
87
0

64.1
1

64.1
1 64.11

quoted
48
7

35.8
9

35.8
9 100.00

missini 0 0.00

tital N=1357 · valid N=1357 · x=̄0.36 · σ=0.48

In the past children under 16y (v_119)

Yes, in the past for children under 16 years

value N raw
%

valid
%

cumulatv
e %

not quoted 123
8

91.2
3

91.2
3 91.23

quoted 119 8.77 8.77 100.00

missini 0 0.00

tital N=1357 · valid N=1357 · x=̄0.09 · σ=0.28

Fir dependent adults (v_120)

Yes, for dependent adults

value N raw
%

valid
%

cumulatv
e %

not quoted 129
9

95.7
3

95.7
3

95.73

quoted 58 4.27 4.27 100.00

missini 0 0.00

tital N=1357 · valid N=1357 · x=̄0.04 · σ=0.20
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In the past fir dependent adults (v_121)

Yes, in the past for dependent adults

value N
raw
%

valid
%

cumulatv
e %

not quoted
131

2
96.6

8
96.6

8 96.68

quoted 45 3.32 3.32 100.00

missini 0 0.00

tital N=1357 · valid N=1357 · x=̄0.03 · σ=0.18

Ni care respinsibilites (v_122)

No

value N raw
%

valid
%

cumulatv
e %

not quoted 63
0

46.4
3

46.4
3 46.43

quoted 72
7

53.5
7

53.5
7 100.00

missini 0 0.00

tital N=1357 · valid N=1357 · x=̄0.54 · σ=0.50

-are rerponribiliter afectng tCe work (extent) (v_123)

30a. To which extent do/did these 
care responsibilities afect your work?

value N raw
%

valid
%

cumulatve
%

Not at all 113 8.33 17.77 17.77

To some extent 378 27.86 59.43 77.20

To a larie extent 145 10.69 22.80 100.00

missini 721 53.13

tital N=1357 · valid N=636 · x=̄2.05 · σ=0.64
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-are rerponribiliter afectng tCe work (extent) and work Courr contracted for (v_123 x 
v_81)

30a. Ti which
extent

di/did these care
respinsibilites

afect yiur wirk?

16 Hiw many hiurs a
week are yiu

cintracted fir?
Total

Less than 20 hours/
week (part tme)

20 up to 35
hours/week (part

tme)

More than 35 hours
(full tme)

Not at all
15

23.4 %
15

21.7 %
83

16.7 %
113

17.9 %

To some extent 28
43.8 %

39
56.5 %

307
61.6 %

374
59.3 %

To a larie extent 21
32.8 %

15
21.7 %

108
21.7 %

144
22.8 %

Total 64
100 %

69
100 %

498
100 %

631
100 %

χ2=8.366 · df=4 · Cramer’s V=0.081 · p=0.079

-are rerponribiliter afectng tCe work (extent) and gender (v_123 x v_7R)

30a. Ti which
extent

di/did these care
respinsibilites

afect yiur wirk?

5. I am (gender)
Total

A woman A man
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Not at all 55
18.9 %

58
16.8 %

113
17.8 %

To some extent 160
55 %

218
63.2 %

378
59.4 %

To a larie extent
76

26.1 %
69

20 %
145

22.8 %

Total
291

100 %
345

100 %
636

100 %

χ2=4.767 · df=2 · Cramer’s V=0.087 · p=0.092

-are rerponribiliter afectng tCe work (wayr)(v_124 to v_129, v_133 to v_137)

Figure 16: Care respinsibilites afectng wirk - all items
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Slight reductin wirk hiurs (v_129)

Slight reduction of my working hours
value N raw % valid % cumulatve %

not quoted 1078 79.44 79.44 79.44

quoted 279 20.56 20.56 100.00

missini 0 0.00

tital N=1357 · valid N=1357 · x=̄0.21 · σ=0.40

Signifcant reductin wirk hiurs (v_124)

Signifcant reduction of my working hours
value N raw % valid % cumulatve %

not quoted 1261 92.93 92.93 92.93

quoted 96 7.07 7.07 100.00

missini 0 0.00

tital N=1357 · valid N=1357 · x=̄0.07 · σ=0.26

Much mire fragmented wirk schedules (v_125)

My work schedules got much more fragmented
value N raw % valid % cumulatve %

not quoted 1110 81.80 81.80 81.80

quoted 247 18.20 18.20 100.00

missini 0 0.00

tital N=1357 · valid N=1357 · x=̄0.18 · σ=0.39
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Travel related business dripped (v_126)

Participation in travel related businesses 
 such as congresses) dropped
value N raw % valid % cumulatve %

not quoted 1124 82.83 82.83 82.83

quoted 233 17.17 17.17 100.00

missini 0 0.00

tital N=1357 · valid N=1357 · x=̄0.17 · σ=0.38

Amiunt if scientfc papers/patents dripped (v_127)

The amount of my scientifc papers/ patents dropped
value N raw % valid % cumulatve %

not quoted 1253 92.34 92.34 92.34

quoted 104 7.66 7.66 100.00

missini 0 0.00

tital N=1357 · valid N=1357 · x=̄0.08 · σ=0.27

Quitng the jib (v_128)

I quit my job
value N raw % valid % cumulatve %

not quoted 1348 99.34 99.34 99.34

quoted 9 0.66 0.66 100.00

missini 0 0.00

tital N=1357 · valid N=1357 · x=̄0.01 · σ=0.08
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Mire than 6 minths interruptin if career (v_133)

More than 6 months of interruption of my professional career 
 excluding  maternity /paternity/ parental leave)

value N raw % valid % cumulatve
%

not quoted 1269 93.52 93.52 93.52

quoted 88 6.48 6.48 100.00

missini 0 0.00

tital N=1357 · valid N=1357 · x=̄0.06 · σ=0.25

Less than 6 minths interruptin if career (v_134)

Less than 6 months of interruption of my professional career 
 excluding maternity/ paternity/ parental leave)

value N raw % valid % cumulatve
%

not quoted 1328 97.86 97.86 97.86

quoted 29 2.14 2.14 100.00

missini 0 0.00

tital N=1357 · valid N=1357 · x=̄0.02 · σ=0.14

Other (v_135)

Other, please specify:  

value N raw % valid % cumulatve
%

not quoted 1318 97.13 97.13 97.13

quoted 39 2.87 2.87 100.00

missini 0 0.00

tital N=1357 · valid N=1357 · x=̄0.03 · σ=0.17
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Nine (v_137)

None of the above
value N raw % valid % cumulatve %

not quoted 1331 98.08 98.08 98.08

quoted 26 1.92 1.92 100.00

missini 0 0.00

tital N=1357 · valid N=1357 · x=̄0.02 · σ=0.14
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Peer reviewed artcler (v_130)
While 21% of the team members have no peer reviewed artcles published since 2013g 36%
state  1  to  4  and  24%  have  10  or  more  peer  reviewed  publicatons.  Note  that  these
performance measures are selfereported and diferent from the bibliometric performance
data compiled from the Web of Science. 

31. How many peer reviewed articles have you published since 1st January 2013?

value N raw % valid % cumulatve %

0 284 20.93 21.16 21.16

1e4 484 35.67 36.07 57.23

5e9 243 17.91 18.11 75.34

10 e 19 164 12.09 12.22 87.56

20 e 39 106 7.81 7.90 95.45

40 or more 61 4.50 4.55 100.00

missini 15 1.11

tital N=1357 · valid N=1342 · x=̄2.63 · σ=1.39
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Peer reviewed artcles and gender (v_130 x v_7R)
Lariest diferences in terms of selfereported publicaton counts by iender are observed for
hiih output researchers: there are 74% of men that have 40+ publicatons compared to 26%
of women. In comparisong the distributon is more balanced between men and women at
the early career staies: 49% of women have 0 publicatons versus 51% of men. 

31. Hiw many peer reviewed artcles have yiu
published since 1st January 2013? 

5. I am (gender) 
Total

A woman A man

0
139

48.9 %
24.3 %

145
51.1 %
18.8 %

284
100 %
21.2 %

1e4
214

44.3 %
37.5 %

269
55.7 %
34.9 %

483
100 %
36 %

5e9
105

43.2 %
18.4 %

138
56.8 %
17.9 %

243
100 %
18.1 %

10 e 19
58

35.4 %
10.2 %

106
64.6 %
13.8 %

164
100 %
12.2 %

20 e 39
39

36.8 %
6.8 %

67
63.2 %
8.7 %

106
100 %
7.9 %

40 or more
16

26.2 %
2.8 %

45
73.8 %
5.8 %

61
100 %
4.5 %

  Total
571

42.6 %
100 %

770
57.4 %
100 %

1341
100 %
100 %

χ2=16.945 · df=5 · Cramer’s V=0.112 · p=0.005
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Patentr (v_131)
While almost 89% have no European patents reiistered since 2013g 10% have 1 to 4 patentsg
about 1% have 5 or more patents. This refects the low share of private industries in the
survey partcipantsg who typically tend to eniaie more in patents than in publicatons.

32. On how many European patents have you  been named as an inventor  since 1st January 2013  
 including pending accepted applications)?

value N raw % valid % cumulatve %

0 1191 87.77 88.55 88.55

1 e 4 134 9.87 9.96 98.51

5 e 9 13 0.96 0.97 99.48

10 e 19 2 0.15 0.15 99.63

20 e 39 4 0.29 0.30 99.93

40 or more 1 0.07 0.07 100.00

missini 12 0.88

tital N=1357 · valid N=1345 · x=̄1.14 · σ=0.45
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Patentr and gender (v_131 x v_7R)
When takini iender into consideratong 93% of the women and about 86% of the men have
no patent; 7% of the women and 12% of the men have one to four patents. No woman has
10 or more patents.

32. On hiw many Euripean patents have yiu been
named as an inventir  since 1st January 2013  (including

pending accepted applicatins)? 

5. I am (gender) 
Total

A woman A man

0
529

44.5 %
92.6 %

661
55.5 %
85.5 %

1190
100 %
88.5 %

1 e 4
40

29.9 %
7 %

94
70.1 %
12.2 %

134
100 %
10 %

5 e 9
2

15.4 %
0.4 %

11
84.6 %
1.4 %

13
100 %

1 %

10 e 19
0

0 %
0 %

2
100 %
0.3 %

2
100 %
0.1 %

20 e 39
0

0 %
0 %

4
100 %
0.5 %

4
100 %
0.3 %

40 or more
0

0 %
0 %

1
100 %
0.1 %

1
100 %
0.1 %

  Total
571

42.5 %
100 %

773
57.5 %
100 %

1344
100 %
100 %

χ2=19.719 · df=5 · Cramer’s V=0.121 · Fisher’s p=0.001
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Team Contact Questonnaire
The team contact questonnaire was answered by one person of the team. 

Type of organiraton (T-_OrgType) 

Type of organisation
value N raw % valid % cumulatve %

0 6 3.77 5.77 5.77

University 72 45.28 69.23 75.00

Public research center 15 9.43 14.42 89.42

Private sector / industry 5 3.14 4.81 94.23

Otherg please specify:  6 3.77 5.77 100.00

missini 55 34.59

tital N=159 · valid N=104 · x=̄1.47 · σ=1.28

Number of employeer (T-_NumEmployeer)

Number of employees
value N raw % valid % cumulatve %

< 50 6 3.77 5.77 5.77

50 e 250 13 8.18 12.50 18.27

250 e 500 10 6.29 9.62 27.88

500 e 1000 6 3.77 5.77 33.65

> 1000 69 43.40 66.35 100.00

missini 55 34.59

tital N=159 · valid N=104 · x=̄4.14 · σ=1.33
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Founding year of tCe team (T-_FoundingYear)
“In  which year was the current team leader ofcially  appointed as  team leader by your
orianisaton?, 

Figure 17: Fiunding year ir the research griup
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Working metCodology (T-_MetCod)
Asked about a partcular formal workini methodoloiy such as Aiile methodsg TRIZg Desiin
Thinkini usedg most teams do not use any speciic workini methodoloiy. 

Working methodology
value N raw % valid % cumulatve %

Yesg please specify:  18 11.32 17.31 17.31

No 81 50.94 77.88 95.19

I don’t know 5 3.14 4.81 100.00

missini 55 34.59

tital N=159 · valid N=104 · x=̄1.88 · σ=0.46

-olocaton (T-_-olocaton)
Do team members have the opportunity to interact face to face? Asked this questong 85% of
the teams share the same physical locaton (labg ofceg buildini) in walkini distance to each
other. 

Colocation

value N raw
%

valid
%

cumulatve
%

Most team members share the same physical locaton
 (labg ofceg buildini) in walkini distance to each other 88 55.35 84.62 84.62

Some team members are within walkini distanceg 
others are located further away 11 6.92 10.58 95.19

Most team members are workini in diferent locatons;

faceetoeface meetnis require travel arraniements
5 3.14 4.81 100.00

missini 55 34.59

tital N=159 · valid N=104 · x=̄1.20 · σ=0.51
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Gender Equality Plan (T-_GEP)
Does your orianizaton have a Gender Equality Plan? About 60% of the teams are workini in
orianizatons with a Gender Equality Plang while 20% do not. 

GEP

value N
raw
%

valid
%

cumulatve
%

Yes 62 38.99 59.62 59.62

No 21 13.21 20.19 79.81

I don’t know 21 13.21 20.19 100.00

missini 55 34.59

tital N=159 · valid N=104 · x=̄1.61 · σ=0.81

Gender dimenrion in rerearcC (T-_GenderDim)
For 57% there is no iender dimension in researchg while for 30% teams there is a iender
dimension applied in research. 

Does your research integrate a “gender dimension”?

value N raw
%

valid
%

cumulatve
%

Yesg please specify:  31 19.50 29.81 29.81

No 59 37.11 56.73 86.54

I don’t know 14 8.81 13.46 100.00

missini 55 34.59

tital N=159 · valid N=104 · x=̄1.84 · σ=0.64
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Ir your team involved in any Rerponrible RerearcC & Innovaton (RRI) actviter? If ro, 
wCicC?
Most of the teams are eniaied in Science Educaton (57)g followed by RRI actvites in Open
Access (41) and Public Eniaiement (36). The least chosen RRI actvity involves the concept
of Governance (11).  

Figure 18: RRI - actvites - all items

RRI Ethics (TC_RRI_Ethics)

Ethics
value N raw % valid % cumulatve %

not quoted 83 52.20 79.81 79.81

quoted 21 13.21 20.19 100.00

missini 55 34.59

tital N=159 · valid N=104 · x=̄0.20 · σ=0.40
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RRI Gender Equality (TC_RRI_Gender)

Gender Equality
value N raw % valid % cumulatve %

not quoted 86 54.09 82.69 82.69

quoted 18 11.32 17.31 100.00

missini 55 34.59

tital N=159 · valid N=104 · x=̄0.17 · σ=0.38

RRI Givernance (TC_RRI_Giv)

Governance
value N raw % valid % cumulatve %

not quoted 93 58.49 89.42 89.42

quoted 11 6.92 10.58 100.00

missini 55 34.59

tital N=159 · valid N=104 · x=̄0.11 · σ=0.31

RRI Open Access (TC_RRI_OA)

Open Access
value N raw % valid % cumulatve %

not quoted 63 39.62 60.58 60.58

quoted 41 25.79 39.42 100.00

missini 55 34.59

tital N=159 · valid N=104 · x=̄0.39 · σ=0.49
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RRI Public Engagement (TC_RRI_Pub)

Public Engagement
value N raw % valid % cumulatve %

not quoted 68 42.77 65.38 65.38

quoted 36 22.64 34.62 100.00

missini 55 34.59

tital N=159 · valid N=104 · x=̄0.35 · σ=0.48

RRI Science Educatin (TC_RRI_SciEdu)
Science Education
value N raw % valid % cumulatve %

not quoted 47 29.56 45.19 45.19

quoted 57 35.85 54.81 100.00

missini 55 34.59

tital N=159 · valid N=104 · x=̄0.55 · σ=0.50

Di nit kniw abiut RRI (TC_RRI_DUniw)

I don’t know
value N raw % valid % cumulatve %

not quoted 85 53.46 81.73 81.73

quoted 19 11.95 18.27 100.00

missini 55 34.59

tital N=159 · valid N=104 · x=̄0.18 · σ=0.39
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